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Abstract

My personal experience as a university and high school vocal jazz teacher and as

a vocal jazz singer led me to a notion that that there was a dissonance between the way in

which professional singers leamed to singjazz and the way in which educators teach high

school vocal jazz. The purpose of this study was to ascertain the methods by which

professional vocal jazz singers learned their art and the successful methodology that was

employed by high school vocal jazz teachers. There was a prospect, I felt, of a

methodological process that would be more accessible to teachers and learners ifa study

was canied out on the way in which professional singers learned to perform jazz.

The review of literatule is discussed according to themes pertaining to teaching

and learning vocal jazz. These included a fundamental requirement for jazz education, the

level of jazz educator knowledge, listening and performing as leaming tools, cuÌTent

methodological resources available, practice in improvisation, language acquisition

parallels, and a con¡ection with playing an instrument.

The research methodology employed in this study involved collecting data from

tluee sources: professional vocal jazz singers, high school vocal jazz teachers, and

mainstLeam vocal jazz edt:cational resources. Interviews were conducted with ten vocal

jazz singers and ten high school vocal jazz teachers. Observations of jazz peð,agogy

practice were completed in the classrooms ofthe same high school vocaljazz teachers

interviewed. A content analysis of vocal jazz methodological resources was also

conducted.



Data were analyzed via a qualitative approach (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003; Maykut

& Morehouse, 1994). observational and transcribed interview data were reviewed and

coded according to major themes that arose on a repeated basis (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003).

The findings ofthe study showed several themes to be predominant in the

teaching and learning of vocal jazz. Listening, modeling, emphasis on styre, practice,

transcription, technique and theory, and benefits ofplaying an instrument were all

prevalent issues for leaming how to sing vocal jazz. Recommendations for.practice in

high school vocal jazz classrooms and fi.¡rther research are given.
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Chapter I: Introduction

Rationale

Jazz has been defined as a style of music which developed in the southem united

states in the early twentieth century as a result of an amalgamation of west African

rh¡hrns, European harmony and American gospel singing (Kemedy, 19g0). A

significant factor ofjazz involves the element of irnprovisation, which is a,,performance

according to the inventive whim of the moment, i.e. without a written or printed score,

and not from memory" (Kennedy, 1980, p. 3 r 5). since the 1970's, jazz education has

been included in school cunicula and providing this educational experience for our

students benefits thern in rnultiple ways. It offers an extensive study in complex rh¡hms

and improvisation, and it presents a practical arena for the fundamental skills and

techniques that are required for traditional theory and harmony courses (Dobbins, lggg).

It also generates a scenario in which an individual can grow and prosper in two facets: as

a solo musician and imp'oviser, and as an ensemble member developing his/her group

performi'g skills. Therefore it is critical that we continue to offer our students the

opportunity to experience the genre of jazz so that they may become stronger rnusicians

and mature music appreciators.

My personal experience of being a university and high schoor vocal jazz educator,

vocal lazz performer, and gtaduate of a Bachelor of Fine Arts pr.ogram in jazz

performance, coupled with informal discussions with otherjazz educators has led me to a

specilrc inquiry sunounding vocal jazz education. The rnamer in which professional

vocal jazz singers learned their art, compared with the way in which high school vocal

jazz Íeachers are teaching this skill appear to vary. Traditionally, senior high school vocal
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jazz p'ograms have relied on a variety of methods such as teacher modering ofstylistic

elements, note leaming, and following steps in instructional resources in o¡der to have the

students acquire the skills necessary to perform jazz. There are possibilities, perhaps, for

vocal jazz methodology, that reflect more closely the approach followed by professional

musicians which could render the learning ofvocal jazz more accessibre and less

cumbersorne for high school students.

The area of vocar jazz pedagogy presents a set of challenges, which are relatively

new to music education. Although vocal jazz and, improvisation are not new or in¡ovative

concepts in the music world, the pedagogical process ofthese two erements in public

schools is a relatively novel project. Teacrrers have been relying on word of mouth,

professional development workshops, and instructional resources or joumal articles (e.g,

Fredrickson, 1994; Madura, r997; Reese, 2001) as *utches for the task ofteaching their

students the skill of performing vocaljazz,

Guidance for vocar jazz music educators is liniited in the profession. witmer

(1988) suggests that there is a void in the area ofpedagogical nateriar for jazz, as he

believes, "...that much of the available published material for the teaching and learning

ofjazz is problematic in a number ofways" (p. 24). Hores (1977) concurs when he states,

"since aural skills are not emphasized in most improvisation methods and texts, it was

the desire ofthe researcher to design an experiment which would demonstrate the value

ofsuch skills in the art of improvisarion" (p. 13a). 'ür'illiams (l9gg) adds tì.rat jazz

educators should be employing "great works ofthe past" (p. r) in order.to teach this art to

future perfonners, yet most, he feels, do not do this.
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A closer look at the literature revears that there is a dire need for instructional

material in vocal jazz, and perhaps a bridge between the areas ofclassroom methodology

and professional learning is a potentiar solution. Bowman (19gg) concludes that

"investigation of the way accomplished jazz musicians teach and have themselves

leamed, may help provide more of the substance needed to inform empirical studies of
pedagogy" (p. 61). Kuzmich (19g9) identifies a significanr need for large group, jazz

instructional materials, and cooper (1992) concurs that the majority of teaching materials

for jazz in high schools have been geared for instrumental groups as opposed to the vocal

arena. Furthermore, Madura (1997) concludes, ,,The skills of improvisation and

inventiveness are not usuafly taught or encouraged in most high school or co ege vocal

ensembles" þ. 26). she attributes this void to the lack ofsk l and knowredge ofteachers

in this area. And finalry, in a study by Aitken and Aebersold, cited by Madura (1996),

three p'oblenr areas were identified with the issue ofteaching vocar jazz improvisation,

which they felt needed to be addressed byjazz educator.s. These included: singers, ability

to hear the changes and incorporate appropriate scares and chords in their scat; singers'

study of well-known vocaL jazz performers, incruding their music and style; and singers,

use ofappropriate scat syllables for the style intended (p. 253).

The lack of educationar studies i' the area ofvo car jazz pedagogy fuither justifies

the need for this study. After- conducting an ERIC search, ebscohost Academic Elite

search, and disserlation abstract search, all employing the key terms of ,.music,', .Jazz',

"vocal", "choral", "education", "improvisation',, ,,scat", .,audiation',, ,.listening,,, 
and

"creativity", it was de'ived that, with the exception ofcooper (r992), and Greennagel

( 1994), there are no additional theses or dissertations on the fopic of vocar jazz.
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Purpose of the Study

Personal experience as a high school and university vocal jazz music educator, as

well as a professionar vocal jazz singer, have made me inquisitive about what appears to

be a dissonance between the man¡er in which students are being taught the arl ofvocal

jazz and the methods by which professionar vocal jazzsingers reamed their skilr. This

curiosity prompted me to design a study to determine the manner in which professio'al

vocal jazz pefiormers leamed their skill, as welr as the successful methodology of high

school vocaljazz music educators for furtlter info rming vocal jazzpedagogy.

My three specific research questions, therefore, were:

L Howdo professional vocal jazz singers leam their skills?,

2. How do vocal jazz educators approach their teaching ofthe aft form? and

3. \Vlrat teaching approaches are advocated in mainstream vocar jazzinstructionar

resources?

I will attempt to answer these questions by inte'viewing professio'al jazz singers about

the way they learned to sing vocal jazz, interviewing and observing vocar jazzteacher s to

detemine their successful methodology, and anaryzing cu ftent vocar jazzinstructionar

resources.

Defrnitions

The terms employed in this study are defined and presented in alphabetical order.

Audiation. "Audiation is learning through one's ears.. .Audiation is analogous to

visualizing and then drawing a picture...one audiates when he retains what he heard

perhaps minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, or years ago. what is audiated is rarery, if
ever, forgotten" (Gordon, 198S, p. 9).
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Creativity. "Having the power to create; inventive; productive', (Avis, Drysdale,

Gregg, & Scargilt, 1974,p.272).

Improvisation. "Improvisation is generally over a steady pulse, often uses chord

progressions, but not always, and it is always an individual expression. It is spontaneous

but each note should seem inevitable and right, and there should always be a sense of

surprise" (Collier, 1975, p. 8).

Informant. "A good informant. . .has the knowledge and experience the researcher

requires, has the ability to reflect, is articulate, has the time to be interviewed, and is

willing to participate in the study" (Morse, as cited in palys, 1997,p.137).

Jazz. " Iazz rcquires individual interpretation of melody and spontaneous melodic

invention by an individual. Jazz is a per.former's art. The way it's played is more

important than the wor.k itself ' (Kuzmich , 1989, p. 42).

Jazz singing. "A jazz singer has the ability to swing, the ability to phr.ase

spontaneously, the ability to change the rhythmic patterns ofa song and improvise and

change a song and not be distur.bed by the nusicians behind doing something

unexpected" (Crowther & Pinfold, 1997, p. I l4).

Professional vocal jazz singer. within the realm of this study, a professional vocal

jazz singer is one who has performed vocal jazz, solo or in ensemble, in a public place in

exchange for a professional fee within the last f,rve years.

Scat sínging. "Vocal improvisation using nonsense syllables such as doo, dah,

diddly, etc." (Zegree,2002, p.88).

Vocal jazz. Doug Anderson (1993) defines vocal jazz as being an art which

"draws much of its style from tbe jazz band" (p. l0). He adds that the literature of a vocal
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jazz grorry is "quite demanding in harmonic and rhytknic finesse, vocal inflections, and

vocal improvisation" þ. l0).

vocaljazz music educator. A vocal jazz music educator, for the purpose of this

study, is one who teaches vocaljazz in a high school context and one whose expertise is

recognized by members of the Association of Music Administrators of Manitoba.

Delimilations

There is an abundant amount of literature available on the biographical nature of

professional vocal lazz singers, however it is more than one researcher could possibly

review. Therefore, the biographical literature that was reviewed for this study entails the

documents which werejudged as being the most pertinent to this study. In addition, the

documents that were employed were delimited by the time frame in which thev were

written, including those from 1974 to 2003.

There are also a number ofprofessional vocal jazz singers as well as high school

teachers who would be eligible and willing to participate in this study. In order to

maintain a manageable study, howevel, there were only ten selected from the group of

plofessional singers and ten selected from the vocal jazz teaclrcrs.

In order to ascefiain the knowledge that has pre'iously been generated in this

area, an extensive review ofcurent literatuÌe is required. My objective is to uncover all

of tlre available literature that relates to vocal jazz edtcation, jazz education,

improvisation, listening, choral education and creativity. By doing so, I will have

obtained a secure foundation on which l can base my resear.ch study.
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Chapter II: Review of Literature

within the body of literature ava able on teaching and learning vocal ja zz, Therc

are a number of notable issues with regards to methodology. primarily, it is evident in the

literature that there is a fundamental need forjazz education, hence a call for the

appropriate tools with which a teacher can convey this skill. In addition, there are

substantial contrasting thoughts on the breadth of background knowledg e of jazz that a

teacher requires before teaching the arl to a class ofstudents. other themes, as revealed in

the literature, include: the role oflistening in learning vocal jazz, the importance of

practice in developing the skills of improvisation, the parallel between language

acquisition and the leaming of vocal jazz, and the corurection between leaming vocal jazz

and prior knowledge of playing an instrument.

Rationale for Vocql Jazz Education

There is evidence ofmany benefits fo'students who are fortunate enough to

receive an education in vocal jazz. Azzan (1999) states that inprovisation is a valuable

musical skill for a// music students and his rationale for teaching improvisation in class

includes the concepts of students being challenged to develop higher-order. thinking

skills, students gaining the pathway to express themselves in a man¡er other than speech

or written text, students attaining a higher level ofreading skills, a consistent link

between irnprovisation and each of the National standards, and the development of

fundarnental musicianship and aural skills. spaeth (1995) argues that improvisation

attends to the three fundamental music processes of performing, creating, and responding

to rnusic, and is therefore an element which should be implemented into all music
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classrooms. It is suggested that improvisation at the lower grade levels could involve

something as simple as rh1'thmic variation.

The nature and value ofjazz education are revealed by several experts in the field.

Fredrickson (1994) states that levels ofcreativity in individual students can be

significantly raised in a classroom that fosters improvisation. Gordon (19gg) advocates

"... to improvise, compose, and notate music for others to perform are equally desirable

forms of music appreciarion" (¡t. 27). Green (2001) agrees by stating, ,,Copying

recordings and playing covers a¡e not only related to the development ofperformance

skills, but a[so form fundamental building-blocks in compositional skills', (p. 75).

Dobbins (1988) advocates forjazz education by stating that it offers a vehicle for all of

the techniques and skills studied in a traditional music course, yet it canies on the

tradition of improvisation, which was started by the classical musicians and is not played

in that ge*e today. In addition, he points to the social rearning possibre tluough

participation in ajazz ensemble. In terms ofaural abilities, Berliner (1994) claims that

thejazz tradition elevates one's au'al k'owledge due to its "associated powers of

apprehension and recall" (p. 93). Finally, the concept of self-motivation is br.ought

forward by Abeles, Hoffer and Klotman (i994) when they note: "A second value of

creativity is the motivation it provides. one's owr personal efforts are especially

meaningful" (p. 177). Also, they raise the issue of learning music in a more thorough

manner tluough creativity: "People who are creating must think intently about sounds and

their organization in a way that they never do when studying what someone else has

done" (p. 178).
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The National standards for Music Education (consortium of National Arts

Education Associations, 1994) articulate specific requirements for the various grade

levels of music education with regards to improvisation. In grades kindergarten to four,

the standards state that: students will improvise "answers" in the same style to given

rhrhmic and melodic phrases; students will improvise simple rh¡hmic and melodic

ostinato accompaniments; and students will improvise simple rhy.thmic variations and

simple melodic embellishments on fam iar melodies. In grades five to eight, the

standards state that: students will improvise sirnple harmonic accompaniments; students

will improvise melodic embellishments and simple rh¡hmic and meiodic variations on

given pentatonic melodies and melodies in major keys; and students will improvise short

melodies, unaccompanied and over given rhythmic accompaniments, each in a consistenf

style, meter, and tonality. In grades nine to twelve, the standards state that: students will

improvise stylistically appropriate harmonizing parts; students will improvise rhythmic

and melodic variations on given pentatonic melodies and melodies in major.and minor

keys; and students will improvise original melodies over given chor.d progressions, each

in a consistent style, meter, and tonality.

Background Knovtledge Required by Jazz Teacherc

The literature reveals conflicting research on whether or not a teachel must have a

prior knowledge and understanding ofthe concepts of jazz, or in fact an ability to

perfotm jazz, before being capable ofteaching it to students. some research discloses a

strong requirement for teachers to have a soundjazz background in order to effectively

teach it to students, however opposing literature rcsearch suggests the possibility of

teachers leaming the style sirnultaneously with their students. Heruy (1993), for example,
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claims, "You can teach improvisation to your students at the same time you are leaming

to improvise" þ. 33), and Fredrickson (1982) and Reese (2001) concur by stating that

teachers who don't know how to improvise can still leam it and develop it in their

students at the same time . Azzara (1999) believes that teachers should incorporate jazz

into their teaching, and can do so with a limited or without background in the area. In

contrast, clark reffy, a renownedjazz artist, educator, and founder ofthe clark reny

Intemational Institute ofJazz studies, wÌites, "I think it's very difficult to be involved

with the true essence ofjazz when you teach unless you've experienced it to some

degree" (cited in Ellis, 1999, pp. 36-37). crowther and pinfold ( 1997) remind us that:

"You can be a technical wizard and not make any music" þ. 44). The implication is that

someone can teach the skills ofjazz and improvisation via technique from a manual or

instructional resource, having not yet experienced the emotive and stylistic elements in

performing this form of art, but will not end up emulating the true voice of jazz.

The Role of Listening in Learning Vocal Jazz

contrasting views surface in the literature regar.ding the validity oflistening as a

prime requirement for the learning of jazz, wîth the majority in favor of listening as an

essential tool fol this purpose. Dobbins (1988), Madura (1996), and williams (1988)

suggest that many accomplished jazz musicians ofthe past relied heavily on listening as a

crucial element in their leaming of improvisation. several professional jazz musicians

support this leaming principle, such as con¡ee Boswell, Ethel walters and Mildred

Bailey, all ofthe 1930's era, who began by listening to and assimilating stylistic elernents

of the jazz performed by Louis Armstrong (crowttrer & pinfold, 1997). connee Boswell

also listened to a great deal ofspirituals and blues as a child and incorporated that
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knowledge into her jazz singing, just as Helen Merrill heard her mother's black spiritual

singing growing up, which provided a f,irm ground upon which her later jazz singing was

based (Crowther & Pinfold, 1997).

Clark Teny, cited in Ellis (1999), also advocates listening in the process of

leaming jazz: "I tell them [the students] to use their most valuable possession - their ears

- and how they [the oldtimers] figured out ways of getting to play the music without

having any training... because often they [the students] have not been introduced to their

ear" (p.37). Interestingly, Rodney Jones, an accomplished jazz gtífarist, refers tojazz as a

music that is "caught not taught", as he listened to masters such as George Benson and

Wes Montgomery to gain the style and groove of the music (Graybow,2001, p. 42).

Wynton Marsalis, renowned professional jazz musician, also advocates listening and

immediate response as the sole form ofmethodology forjazz (Nolan, 1995). He refers to

the obvious extensive listening that his brother', Branford must have done as a child when

he plovides the anecdote: "Watch out for my young brother. He's only three, but when I

call home fiom the road, he can already sing sorne of Miles' solos over the

phone"(Berliner, 1994, p.95)! Miles Davis, by his own admission, left the formal

educational institution ofJuilliard because he was learning more by listening to Charlie

Parker (Collier, 1975). In addition, Chet Baker also learned to play by listening to the

radio ol records, and on the bandstand he leamed by pletending to play while listening

closely to the other trumpeters (Gavin, 2002). Jazz singer Billie Holiday's music

education followed what Daubney (2002) called "the basic pr.inciples ofjazz's aural

tradition: listen, leam, adapt, apply" (p. 21).
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The research riterature also points to the benefìts oflistening as an avenue to

learning lazz. Madura (1997) suggests that each day a segment of time should be devoted

to listening in class, and that the listening should be subsequently discussed. ,,If they

don't listen to jazz, they will neither understand the concept of an authentic jazz soro nor

leam how to swing" þ. 27).

Bash (1984) studied the effects ofthree instructionar methods on reaming

improvisation; technical, aural perceptive, and historical analytical. The technical method

involved learning and practicing scares and chords. Aurar perceptive encompassed

listening, improvisation, and rote learning, while the historicar analytic method invorved

studying the smithsonian collectio' of Jazz classics. The results ofhis study revealed

that non-technical treatments wele recom''rended for improvisational instruction, hence

listening and studying the masters of the past were the two most effective methods.

Azzara (1999) puts forth the notion that in order to begin improvising, one must

start with the following activities: listening to accomplished musicians' improvisations,

learning the inprovisations by ear, leanirry iazz rcpertoire by ear, and relying on one,s

ear as opposed to notation to render the sfyre ofjazz,In an earlier alti cle, Azzara and

colleagues (1998) share the idea that learning jazz repertoire and harmonic progressions

are fundamental in the process of leaming the art of improvising. These acts enable the

leamer to hear the chord changes, which wi enable hin/her to gener.ate his/her own

melodies.

Kuzmich (1989), Day (1995,) and Green (2001) agree thar arricularion, sryle, and

rhythm cannot be reduced to notation. Instead, one needs to i'terpr.et recordings and

develop a style via listening. Garcia (2002) interviewed Bob Lark, chah of rhe Jazz
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studies Prog¡am at Depaur university in chicago, and found that Lark's advice to high

school students who were attemp ting to rearn jazz was to listen regularry to a variety of

jazz artists and to then practice emurating their particular styles. The suggestion of

listening to as many jazz aÍists as possible is also provided by Fredrickson (1994),

however, Darrow (1990) distinguishes between listening and hearing, crariling that

listening is a skill which students must p'actice and develop, especially in terms of

a'al¡ical attention. Fufthermore, Hinz (1995) is convinced that students will be able to

improvise ifthey have a good ear and have some prior technical ability. He notes that

jazz has a history ofbeing an aural, as opposed to written tradition, and that by listening,

students can leam the music and the style.

Hallam (1995b) studied professional musicians' ways of leaming and interpreting

music, and offer.ed advice by Sloboda who conducted a study o'the cognitive

psychology of music. sloboda proposes two activities in which musicians should engage

in order to enable them strong perfomers. one invorves the area oftech¡ical practice,

and the other surrounds gaining a vast knowredge base of m.sic by liste'ing to,

analyzing, and discussing a wide range of music. Hallam, therefore, draws the conclusion

that listening is critical in the process.

Still focusing on listening, Berliner (1994) quips, ,,1 rell people, .I was a high

school dropout, but i graduated from Art Blakey college, the Miles Davis conservatory

of Music and charlie Parker university"'(p. 36).He adds,,,Beyond the pleasure that

they de'ive from listening, students also treat'ecordings as formar education tools... In

part, recordings enable young musicians to app.entice unilater.ally with artists they never

actually meet" (p. 58). cited in the same article, Howard Levy suppofs Berliner by
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stating, "The best way to leam is to à0" *n". offrecords, because you,re 
"riliri"g;:r.

ear" þ. 93). Berliner adds that one rationale for requiring such dependence ona jazz

musician's ear is due to a lag that occurs betweenjazz songs being introduced, and their

printed form becoming available.

Green (2001) studied professionar popular musicians and the man¡er in which

they learned their skill. She draws an analogy of childre' modeling adults, behavior to

students leaming music through modeling. Her conclusion is, ,.By far the oveniding

learning practice for the beginner popular musician, as is already welr known, is to copy

recordings by ear" (p. 60). A more privileged role of obtaining the music through

listening is presented by Dobbins (1988) who states, ,,Nothing ofreal importance can be

given to the student except technical guidance and constructive criticism',(p. 33). He

includes in his philosophy that it is the jazz musician's responsibility to create an on-

going developrnent ofaural sk rs. In the same vein, Kr.atus (1991), drawing on the work

ofEdward E. Gordon, affirms that in order for superior improvisation to take place,

audiation of the sounds must primarily occur in the performer's mind. This can only be

obtained through listening to jazz.

The Importance of Practice in Improvisatíon

In additio-n to listening, much ofthe literature focuses on the factor ofpractice as

a critical ingredient in learning the skill of improvisation. wynton Marsalis characterizes

his father as a superlative musician and jazz educator and describes his styre ofteaching

in an intervierv with Nolan (1995): "He'd let you play, notjust teach you. There,s only so

rnuch you can do based on tech¡icar training. His teaching was based on doingi' (p.42).

Marsalis, himself, has been described as one practicing like a fanatic, wor*ing intensely
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at school and at home all night (Berlin er, 1994). one could interpret practice as a key

factor contributing to his excellent ability as ajazz improviser.

Hallam (1995a) and Elliott, cited in Bowman (l9gg), also assert that one must

practice the skill rather than talk about ir. Hallam (1995b) extends this philosophy by

relating the role ofpracticing to creating a desired sound: "All practice is geared to

performance and performance is essentially about sound. Ifone does not like the sound

someone makes then you will not wish to listen anymore. Everything should be geared

towards tliat. . . " þ. 14). In his review of the doctotal research ava ilable on jazz

improvisational methodology, Bowman (1988) refers to a study by McDaniel who

concludes that " 'people leam what they do,, since it appears that jazz improvisers

listened to jazz and attended performances of jazz...', (p.52).

Parallels to Language Acquisítion

There is a recurring comection in the literature behveen learning a style of music

and language acquisition. In both instances the primary involvement is input via the ear,

which lends itself to some similarities in the process of leaming. Azzara and colleagues

(1998) explain, "... as a child, you are surrounded by the sound ofyour native language.

You babble for a period of time and eventually begin to say the same words and phrases

that you hear spoken by your parents and siblings. [you] begin to make statements and

ask questions that ar€ your own. You are improvising" (p. 4). He continues by describing

the technique in his manual entifled creativity in Improvisation as being similar to

language acquisition. He states that the first step is to listen fo jazz, then sing and play

melodies and bass lines by ear, resulting in hearing the cliord changes, hence being

capable of creating one's own melodies. He stresses that one must not memorize tunes,
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since we do not memorize portions ofspeech as a child. Danow (1990) and Berliner

(1994) concur that music should be learned by hearing and imitating, just as language is

developed in a child. Finally, Zegree (2002) states that leaming to improvise is very

analogous to learning a foreign language, in that one can study a foreign language in

school, and over time be capable ofspeaking and writing in that language. However, that

person would most likely still speak with an accent. "If you wanted to master the

language (French), you would go to France and spend an extended period of time there,

lmmersed in the language, the slang, the vernacula. and even the accent could then

become second nature for you. The same immersion applies to vocal and instrumental

improvisation" þ.53).

Connection wilh Instrumental Knowledge

Much of the literature also reveals a link between the musical abilities of a vocal

jazz musician and his/her knowledge ofan additio'ar instrument. considering

professional musicians, there are several examples of this particular. con¡ection. carmen

McRae, as described by crowther and pinford (1997), is an lustration of this

phenornenon. Her prowess as a jazz improviser is considered to be greatly due to her

knowledge ofchord structure and the ea'training which she gained from playing the

piano. can, Fairweather, and Priestly (1987) also state that cannen McRae obtained a

harmonic ear from playing the piano, which enabled her to include bebop notes in her

melodic lines ofvocal improvisation. Sarah vaughan was also an accomplished pianist.

Giddins (1998) describes the effect ofthat skill, which seemed to penetrate her singing

style: "A talent for exploring the altered chor.ds that ultimately informed the liberties she

took singing" (p. 300).
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other literature that has encompassed the area ofvocaljazz also outlines a

relationship between the expertise of a vo cal jazz singer and the ability to play another

instrument. For example, Madura's (1996) study states that Bemdt claims a definite link

between the best vocaljazz improvisers and their capability on an additional instrument.

There is a logical explanation for a relation in the area of sin ging jazz and, playing

another instrument, in thatjazz singing, improvisation in particular, is an art that is meant

to emulate instrumental jazz. rf a jazz singer is able to accurately copy the style ofan

instrument while improvising, he/she is regarded as being a very accompli shed, jazz

musician. Daubney (2002) describes Billie Holiday,s singing as replicating an

instrume¡rt: "By singing as an instrumentalist would play, Holiday excelled beyond the

expectations of her genre, the band vocalist, to meet the challenge of the jazz musician"

þ. 20). Therefore, if an individual has a firm grasp on the hamonic and melodic

elements of playing jazz on an instrument, he/she would logically have an upper hand on

performing the same skill vocally.

Tluougli obtaining this research literature, I have been exposed to the variety of

themes that are emergent in the area of high school vocal jazz pedagogy. The themes

encompassing jazz educator background, the importance of listening, performing and

practicing, coupled with the methodological resources and the con¡ection with language

acquisition and instrument playing are all contributing factors to answering my research

questions: lrow do professi onal vocal jazz singers leam their skills, how do vocal jazz

educators approach their teaching ofthe arl form, and what teaching approaches are

advocated in mainstream vocal jazz instructional resources? It is clear that this

infonnation is necessary for guiding the ¡esearch methods that I choose for this project.
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Chapter III: Research Methods

In this chapter I identiry the informants, sources ofdata, procedures, and tools that

were implemented in this study. First, I will introduce the reader to the subjects and their

criteria for selection, followed by the three sources ofdata that I employed for the study.

Then I will provide a detailed account ofthe procedure and tools used to gather the

perspectives ofprofessional vocaljazz singers and educators for.the purpose of informing

high school vocal jazz pedagogy. Finally, I will pay some attention to how typical

empirical standards applied to this study and acknowledge the limitations ofusing this

methodology.

Infortnants

I employed two sets of informants for my study. As Fine states, cited in Taylor

and Bogdan (i998), "...informants are the researcher's sponsor in the setting and primary

sources of information" (p. 54). All of the informants were selected via purposive

sampling as Palys explains, "People or locations are intentionally sought because they

meet some criteria for inclusion in the study" (1997, p. 137). The fir.st group involved

professional vocal jazz singers. These participants were chosen based on the fact that they

have performed vocal jazz in a public venue, on a hi'ed basis, within the past five years,

either in a solo or group configuration. The singers r.epresented female and male genders

and were not restricted to performers in Manitoba. The second group consisted ofvocal

jazz music educators at the high school level. These teachers were chosen as informants

due to their reputations ofhaving strong vocal jazz programs, as identified by members

of the Association of Music Administrato¡s of Manitoba.
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Sources of Data

There were four sources ofdata used in this study: interviews with professional

vocal jazz singers (Appendix A), interviews with high school classroom teachers

(Appendix B), field notes ofclassroom observations in vocal jazz classrooms (Appendix

c) and instructional resources invocal jazz. These multiple data sources generated ample

information to render common themes in the area of vocal jazz methodology and to allow

for confirming findings through the process of triangulation.

Data Collection

I chose interviewing as one method ofcollecting data, because it provides an in-

depth view of a situation through its intense focus on an individual. As well,

"Interviewing is well suited for studies in which r.esearchers have a relatively clear sense

oftheir interests and the kinds ofquestions they wish to pursue,,(Taylor & Bogdan,

1998' p' 91). In this case, a solid direction was set in terms ofgoals and questions, thus

interviewing was an appropriate research tool. The interview process, as described by

Bogdan and Biklen (2003), aliows the interviewe. to gather descriptive data in the

participant's own words, r'esulting in the researcher gaining insight on the viewpoints

presented by the informants. It also allows the interviewer to gather data based on ,,verbal

accounts of how people act and what they feel,' (Taylor & Bogdan, l9gg, p. gg) which

applies directly to the topic ofdetennining infonnants' perspectives on the topic of

Iearning vocal jazz.

I chose participant observation as a second method ofcollecting data in order to

gain a clear understanding of the methods that teachers use to teach vocal jazz. By
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observing teachers in their own environment, I was provided with a glimpse oftheir daily

rehearsals and methods they employ for teaching (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994).

Procedure

Gathering the ideas of professi onal jazz singers as we as vocal jazz music

educators required a qualitative research approach since the aim was to connect with the

social interactions of the informants. Interpretation of the informants, reality was a

relevant factor, therefore requiring a qualitative research method for this study (Glesne &

Peshkin, 1992).

The process began with identifuing the informants, and then inviting the

informants to participate in my study. I then proceeded to gain informed consent. As

noted by Glesne and Peshkin (1992), informed consent provides the participants with an

awareness that their participation is voluntary, that the research poses no threat to their

well-being, and that they may withdraw their participation at any time with no

repercussions.

I began by selecting ten professional vocaljazz singers whom I knew, based on

my own professional experience in the area of vo cal jazz, have had experience singing in

a public venue in the last five years, on a hired basis, in a solo or group configuration.

First I contacted the individuals by telephone to ask ifthey would be willing to

paficipate in my research study. upon verbal agreement, we determined a date that

would be suitable, and I faxed or mailed them a copy ofthe consent form (Appendix D),

asking for them to retuln it if they chose to sign. I then sent them a copy oftheir signed

consent forms for theit records.
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I then interviewed the ten professional vocal jazz singers, for the purpose of

talking with them about the way they leamed their art, including the element of

improvisation. They were asked open-ended questions (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003) that

related to their music background as a child, formal training in both theoretical and

performance areas, use of wlitten resources, reflections on how they obtained the skill of

performing vocal jazz, and any influence ofplaying an additional instrument (Appendix

A). This framework of questions stemmed ÍÌom a search for the factors that contributed

to each of the informant's cunent abilities to perfolm vocaljazz.By delving into their

early childhood influences and listening habits, and by examining their levels of formal

training, I obtained information that clarified the manner in which they leamed this art.

In order to identify the ten high school vocaljazz teachers, I first obtained a list of

the Music Administrators of Manitoba from my university faculty advisor. I faxed each

of the administrators a Letter of Nomination (Appendix F) r.equesting their input into

which teachers in their school divisions had strong vocaljazz programs, and could be

potential informants for my study. After receiving the necessary feedback frorn the music

administrators, I proceeded to contact the nominated high school vocaljazz teachers via

telephone. I asked them ifthey would be available for obseruations and interviews for the

purposes of my thesis. If they agreed, I detelmined with the teacher.s a date that was

suitable for the intelviews and the observations. I then faxed or mailed them a copy ofthe

consent form (Appendix E) and asked that they retum it to me ifthey chose to sign. After

receiving the teachels' signed consent forms, I faxed consent forms to their principals

(Appendix G) and superintendents oftheir school divisions (Appendix H) requesting

permission to observe one ofthe teacher's vocaijazz classes. I requested that they r.eturn
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the signed consent forms to me via fax. Upon receipt ofthe principals, and

superintendents' consent forms, I faxed a copy ofthe Parent Information Letter

(Appendix I) to each principal for his/her information. I then mailed ample copies of the

Parent Information Letter to each teacher, asking them to send the letters home with their

vocal jazz students prior to my visitation. Subsequently, I sent a copy of each signed

consent form to the teachers, principals, and superintendents for their records.

subsequently, I interviewed the ten high school vocal jazz music educators. These

interviews concentrated on the area of methodology in vocal jazz, primarily the successes

and downfalls that the informants have experienced in teaching vocal jazz.'rhe vocal jazz

music educators were asked open-ended questions (Taylor & Bogdan, i99g) regar.ding

vocal jazz methodology, the amount of time devoted to listening tojazz in class,

individual student time devoted to listening to jazz, improvisation practice time in class,

and the potential influence ofstudents' ability to play an additional instrument (Appendix

B). These questions wele developed based on themes that became evident tlrough the

literatule leview on this topic ofstudy. The literature review revealed the element of

listening as holding a great deal of importance in the leaming of jazz, aswell as the

notion ofpractice. There was also a need for answers from music educators in the areas

ofsuccessful pedagogy in vocal jazz in order to fully carry through my study.

Each interview lasted for approximately one hour, as ,.The in-depth interview

usually takes an hour or longer and is usually guided by an interview schedule that lists

key questions to be asked, or topics to be covered, in the interview,, (Bouma, 1996, p.

178). The interviews were also tape-recorded for transcription purposes. ,,By using a tape

recording you can go back over the event and make sure you have it right', (Bouma,
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1996,p.62). The informants were given the opportunity to suggest the location at which

they would prefer to meet in order to ensure their level of comfort during the interview.

The interviews were conducted in the following manner. The date and start time were

recorded. Then the informant was greeted and the purpose ofthe interview was outlined.

Subsequently, the informant's agreement for audio-recording was confirmed, the cassette

was turned on, and the entir.e interview was recorded. Each question was posed and

discussed in sequence with notes taken as a back up, The individuals were thanked and

the end time and duration ofthe interwiew was recorded.

I continually checked with the informants that I had determined the proper

interpretations oftheir responses to the various questions. This was done by paraphrasing

their lesponses and by asking them if my paraphrasing was an accurate interpretation of

their meaning. As Bogdan and Biklen (2003) recommend,.,If at first you do not

understand what the responderÍ is getting at, ask for clarification" (p. 97). I transcribed

the interviews immediately after they occur¡ed (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003), and I also

included observer comments (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). I maintained these transcriptions

in a secure setting until my thesis was complete. At that time, the transcriptions were

sluedded and the tapes were erased.

The observations often one-hour vocal jazz music classes were conducted to

unveil successful teaching strategies. The music educators were asked for a regular class

time that would be least troublesome, in order to minimize any disturbance to the regular

routine ofhis/her class. Taylol and Bogdan (1998) suggest that the researcher become as

unobtrusive as possible so that ideally the participants forget that the researcher is even

present. In addition, I ensured that the time agreed upon was a regular class rehearsal.
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excluding a class such as a final rehearsal before a performance, thus observing a

standard lesson being taught.

I employed an observation guide (Appendix c) while observing the various music

educators, which added to the data from which l derived themes. This tool was based on

the suggestions p'ovided by Bogdan and Biklen (2003), Maykut and Morehouse (1994),

Bouma (1996), and Glesne and Peshkin (1992). I began by entering the classroom and

noting the physical appearance ofthe room and subsequently sat somewhere in the rear of

the class in o'der to keep my intrusion to a minimum. Then I took detailed field notes

focusing on: teachers' dominant teaching strategies, amount ofpractice time devoted to

improvisation, teachers' comments on improvisation, listening time devoted to jazz,

methods employed by teachers when faced with particular challenges, and instructional

materials used by teachers.

The field notes began with a physical diagram ofthe room (Maykut &

Morehouse, 1994) and continued with a thorough listing ofthe teachers, comments

regarding his/hel rnethods ofteaching, each of which were listed chronologically with the

time in hours and minutes assigned. "As much as possible, the researcher tries to capture

people's exact words in field notes. This is particularly important because the qualitative

researcher is specifically trying to understand and describe what is going on in the terms

used by the people in the setting she or he is studying" (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994, p.

76). The teachers' dominant tendencies were also recorded in terms oftheir teaching

methods. Bogda'and Biklen (2003) suggest that the researcher should observe and

record particular aspects ofpeople's behaviors that may set them apart from others,

including the \\,ay in which they act or certain mannerisms. These behaviors will have an
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impact on the way they choose to teach various skills therefore they are important to note.

The elements ofclass time devoted to improvisation and listening were also recorded.

This checklist (Bouma, 1996) noted the number ofoccunences and the start and end time

ofeach occurrence, as well as a rating ofthe level to which the listening was related to

the lesson. The instructional materials employed by the teacher were recorded, as well as

the methods they used when faced with particular challenges i'their teaching.

All ofthe field notes taken were both desc'iptive and analytic in their nature

(Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). Every effort vvas made to capture the reality ofthe

observations as accurately as possible. in addition, reflective ad analytical comments

were made after the observations (Glesne & peshkin, 1992).

Subsequently, I conducted a content analysis ofthe methodological resources that

are most commonly used by vocal jazz teachers. This information was compared with the

data collected by the professional jazz singers and vocal jazz teachers. Lecompte and

colleagues (1992) state that comparisons can be made within a r.epresèntative set, which

in this study were the most frequently used methodological resources, as revealed from

the interviews and obselvations. This comparison aided me in determinirrg whether or not

my hunch, that there is an incongluency between methodology employed by professional

jazz singers an vocal jazz teachers, is legitimate.

Data Analysis

Interview and observational data were a'alyzed qualitatively using methods

suggested by Bogdan and Biklen (2003) and Maykut and Morehouse (199a). By

conducting interviews with ten professi onal jazz singels, ten vocal jazz music educators
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and observing ten vocaljazz music educators, I obtained data that became repetitive in

nahrre, resulting in a firm grasp ofcefain themes

The interviews were transcribed , analyzed, and coded using methods of constant

comparison. This method allowed me to have a "clear path for engaging in analysis of

substantial amounts of data" (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994,p.127).The analysis began

by a coding of the data, which refined my interpretation of the data collected. This coding

entailed listing the major themes and sub themes that arose from the transcribed data on a

repeated basis, and assigning codes to each ofthe elements of data that fit the themes

(Bogdan & Biklen,2003). An example of how data were coded appears in Table l. some

of the themes were very specifrc, while others were vague, however I listed them all in

order to account for all ofthe pertinent data. Also, data which contrasted the emerging

themes, were coded so that infonnation that differed fr.om the apparent themes could also

be accomrnodated (Taylor' & Bogdan, I 998). The data were then sorted into the various

coded categories which resulted in augmenting and clarifying the thernes and sub

thernes. I then refined the thematic framewor.k by comparing all of the data under each

theme, identi$ing those of more and lesser importance.

The field notes were also analyzed using the constant comparison method

(Maykut & Morehouse, I 994) and specifrc coding was utilized regarding the behavior

and speech patterns of the teachers. Activity codes (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003) were

employed for the teachers' comments, dominant tendencies, and listening and

improvisation segments. Strategy codes (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003) were used for the

methods that the teachers employed when faced with teaching clullenges.
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Table I

Example qf Thematic Coding: Processes in Learning to perform Vocal Jazz

Singer Listenins Schooline Transcribine Teacher Influence

Cindy x

Han¡ah x x

Amy x

Jonah X ¡
Tannis x

Janie x

Randy x x

Tony x

Mandy x x x

Sandy x

content analysis was the analyticar method I selected for the instructionar

resources (Bouma, 1996). r analyzed, a sampling of current instructional resources which,

based on my teaching background, I considered to be commonly used in the area ofvocal

jazz pedagogy. After reviewing these texts, I used a checklist to calculate the frequency

and range oftopics that occurred in them (Bouma, 1996). This process allowed me to

determine the percentage of documents that covered each topic and which specific topics

were dominant in current instructional resources. I then devised a summary sheet,

displayed in Table 19, which encapsulated all ofthe data (Bouma, 1996).
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Empírical Standards

Several empirical standards applied to this qualitative study such as

generalizability, reliability, validity, and trustworthiness. According to schwandt (200r)

a generalization is a "broad encompassing statement or proposition made by drawing an

inference from an observation ofthe paficular" þ.105). In this study the frequency of

themes that kept surfacing revealed the theoretical principres ofpractice in teaching and

leaming vocal jaz.z. This kind of generalizability is often refened to as transferab ity

(Lincoln & Guba, r9B5). This means that readers make infe¡ences about these theoretical

principles regæding their own teaching situations.

The element ofreliability was present as a result ofthe strong coding scheme

employed with the data and the ftianguration of data that occurred. ,,The 
more ag¡eement

there is in coding observations on content analysis, the more reliable the inshument is,'

(Bouma, 1996,p.84).

validity or trustworthiness is an issue that was considered th¡oughout my reseæch

design and my data collection. Triangulation, or the use ofmultiple data sources of
evidence, was addressed by cotecting data in four ways (singer interviews, teacher

interviews, teacher observations and content anarysis of methodorogicar resources)

(Glesne, 1999). Trustworthiness was addressed through my continuar checking ofproper

interpretations ofresponses from the info¡mants. Bogdan and Biklen (2003) concur:

."Many 
sources of data were better in a study than a single source because multiple

sources lead to a fuller understanding of the phenomena you were studying,, (p. 107).
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Limitations of the Methodologt

There were three limitations of the methodology. Due to factors of time and

distance, face-to-face intervierxs were only conducted with informants who lived within

Manitoba. communication with informants riving outside Manitoba was limited to

telephone interviews and/or e-mail exchanges. second, there was access to a rimited

numbe¡ ofdoctoral, master level, or rerated research resources in the area ofvocaljazz

pedagogy that might inform the methodology. Third, data were analyzed,by a single

researcher, therefore, no inter-judge reliability could be applied.

upon completion ofgathering the data, I was able to identifu the results ofthe

information I gleaned from the vocaljazz singers, interviews, and methodological

resources. The following chapter details the findings obtained as a result of the research

process.
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Chapter IV: Results

This chapter will present the results ofthe data that were collected and analyzeð,

during this study. Findings are structured and presented around the three data sources:

professional vocal jazz singers (interviews), vocal jazz educators (interviews and

classroom observations), and documentary data.

Interviews with Professional Vocal Jazz Singers

The comments ofvocaljazz singers are presented by interwiew question. The

thematic categories which emerged as a consequence ofthe content analysis ofthe

transcribed interviews are summarized in Tables 3-12. For each interview question, the

related themes are discussed in hierarchical order determined by the relative emphasis

placed on each theme by singers, as well as illustrated with excerpted comments.

How díd you learn to sirg vocal jazz? with regards to the process in which trre

singers learned to sing vocaljazz, the primary themes discussed are displayed in Table 2.

The majority (6) of the singers stated that listening was a fundamental means through

which they learned to sing jazz. Four accredited their forrnal education as beirrg a major

influence, while th'ee found that transcribing solos was useful. only two ofthe ten

singers stated that a teacher had a parlicular influence on their leaming process.

The predominating factor oflistening is illustrated by Tara when she explained, ,.I

think the reason I sort of leamed the basics of it was because I was listening to a lot of

stuff, and, so that kind of brought about, you know, a more intellectual side ofjazz for.

me. whe'eas other kids in my class were just playing the music on the page, and they

didn't really understand - not that I understood a lot of it either. But I had a better

understanding of it than they did, I thinl<, because I was listeni.g a lot" (personal
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communication, March 28,200i). Mandy also attributed listening as the primary factor

of her jazz leaming. She attested a great deal ofher stylistic elements to listening to

specific performers such as Ella Fitzgerald, Bobby McFenin, Al Janeau, and Louis

Armstrong. she believed that these performers' abilities to emulate instruments were vital

in getting that sound in her ears.

Table 2

Processes in Learninp to Pet:form Vocal Jazz

Emergent Themes Numbe¡ Who Agreed

Listening 6 60%)

Formal Education 4 (40%)

Transcribing Solos 3 (30%)

Influential Teacher' 2 (20%)

Almost half (4) of the singers com'rented that without their schooling, they

would not have been exposed to the jazz form, hence, would not have learned the art of

singing jazz. For example, Hannah's schooling 
'rarked 

the begi*ing of her vocal jazz

learning, as she was, ". . . first exposed to vocar jazz in high schoor with the vocal jazz

choir. I didn't know anything about vocal jazz until that experience " (personal

communication, october 14,2003). Mandy also accredited her leaming to perform vocal

jazz to her post-secondary schooling where she leamed to sing in combos. This was

benenicial especially with regards to leaming the role of a singer in a band: ,,we all had to

learn to count in our band and to leam the role that everyone's playing in our band...and
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knowing whose job is it to keep time? is it the bass player's job, or is it the drummer,s

job?" (personal communication, March I 4, 2001 ).

The notion oftranscribing other well-respected improvisational solos was one that

surfaced three times amongst the singers. This exercise was considered a useful tool for

helping some ofthe singers leam to singjazz, as explained by Sandy, ,,I guessjust to

imitate solos and hear different things that people can do. you know, and be able to play

it after. 'cause sometimes you hear it once, and it's hard to repeat it exactly the way they

did it. But to be able to notate it and then be able to do it yourself, yah...it's pretty neat"

(personal communication, March 11, 2001).

Finally, two singers mentioned an influential teacher that was a crucial parl of

their learning p.ocess. For Jonah, high school music was the springboard for leaming

how to perform vocal jazz. He wanted to expand his music experiences from rock to

other genres and his high school music teacher was the impetus for that. Jonah's teacher

exposed him tojazz music and encouraged his development in that area. Likewise,

Randy's teacher was the leader of a chu.ch band of which he was a member. ,,Having

tirne to play with a piano player, who just happened to be an employee ofthe church,

who knew something abottT jazz, and encouraged ear training, playing by ear, and

improvisation. ..I think that made really kind of a significant impact', (personal

communication, March 22, 200 1).

Ilhat types of music díd you listen to, predominantly, when you were growing up?

The early listening experiences ofthe singers interviewed ar" su.-arired in Table 3. All

ten singers responded that their first listening experiences as children were that of

commercial pop music. A large pofion (8) noted that the music their parents or siblings
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listened to as they grew up influenced their own listening as well. Four singers said that

they began listening to either instrumental or vocal jazzmusic once they began

participating in high schoot music programs, and three individuals stated that they

listened to jazz more flequently in university when they were formalry studying 1azz.

Th¡ee ofthe singers remarked that their listening to jazz music increased the more they

were required to perform it as a style of music.

clearly, all ofthe singers' early ristening experiences involved some sort ofpop

or rock music, whether it was on the radio or through recordings they had purchased. For

example, cindy's childhood listening experiences began with reggae, especially Bob

Marley, as she was born in Jamaica. She also listened a great deal to R&8, hip_hop,

disco, pop, funk and soul. Jonah also linked his rock listening to peer groups at school:

"When you go tll.ough school, you want to be in a certain group, so you listen to

different kinds of music. when I started junior high, it was more like the kind of heavy

metal rock stuff, and then as soon as high school came around, Ijust started listening to

all sorts of stuff' (personal communication, April 14, 2001).

Table 3

Ear ly Lis t ening Exoerience s

Emergent Themes Number Who Asreed

Commercial Pop Recordings

Recordings Played in Home

Jazz Recordings Studied in High School Programs

Jazz Recordings Studied in University Music programs

Jazz Recordings Studied for Performance

10 (100%)

8 (80%)

4 (40%)

3 (30%)

3 (30%)
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Many ofthe singers traced their early listening experiences back to the homes in

which they were reared. often their parents o'siblings had an impact on the music that

was being played in the home, which sometimes involved them practicing a certain type

of music, or simply listening to various recordings. Retro music was the primary source

oflistening for Hannah, as her older brother was always playing that genre of music in

the home. Therefore, The Beatles, The Doors, and pink Floyd were the groups that she

heard most as a child. Tan¡is' father was a music teacher, and therefore she was always

hearing the music to which he was listening. This was comprised of jazz, wind.

ensembles, and jazz-influenced rock groups. Her mother was also a jazz love! and as a

result, many records of Ella Fitzgercld, were played in the home. Randy's family was a

large influence on his listening as well, as they were all heavily involved in music. His

father was a choir director for approximately twenty years, and his brothers all played the

piano and sang. Therefore, whether someone was practicing the piano, singing, or playing

music for the sole purpose of listening, there was some solt of music being played in the

horne at all tirnes.

For some si'gers, their listening changed in high school as a result of the music

programs in which they were enrolled. Once in high school, Tannis took up playing

saxophone in the jazz band, and consequently she began listening to a lot of instrumental

jazz. "I don't think I would have probably listened to as much if I hadn't been playing it"

(personal communication, March 28,2001). Mandy also began listening to jazz more

frequently in high school, when she joined avocal jazz group and started listening to

groups such as The Manhattan Transfer and The G.len Miller Orchestra.
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Cindy, Mandy and Sandy, who all studied music at the university level, noted that

their jazz listening augmented as a result ofthe performance courses in which they were

members. Cindy, for example, stated that while she was in university, she constantly

surrounded herself with jazz. "If I wasn't going out to listen to livejazz, then I was

buying all sorts of CD's by the female jazz gÍeats. Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan, Dinah

Washington, Billie Holiday, Nancy Wilson, and the list goes on" þersonal

communication, October' 20, 2003).

Finally, three ofthe singers recollected that theirjazz music listening increased

when they began to work in the field of jazz performance. They realized that the more

they were required to perform the style, the more listening they were interested in doing.

Amy, Tony and Janie all noticed that their concentration on listening to both instrumental

and vocal jazzbecane more elevated as they started to perform more.

What listening experiences most influenced the way in tuhich )¡ou learned to sing

vocal jazz? All the singers acknowledged that listening had some degree of impact on

their curent abilities asjazz singers. As indicated in Table 4, most singers (8) identified

jazz listening as the major contributing factor to their performance ability, while only two

indicated that listening to an altemate type of music influenced their cunent singing style.

Jazz listening had a stlong influence on most ofthe singers' cunent ability to

perform vocal jazz. For example, Amy found that Billie Holiday and Ella Fitzgerald were

her two primary influences for the way in which she cunently singsjazz. The style of

Billie Holiday, one which she described as "r'elaxed and unassuming" (personal

communication, November 17 ,2003), taught her that jazz singing does not have to be

forced or totally emotional in order to provide the effect that the singer is aiming for.
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Ella's display ofscatting, which she suggested was a demonstration ofhe¡ theoretical

knowledge ofthe chord structure, encouraged Amy to develop a more concrete

understanding ofthe framework of jazz so that she, too, may have a basis on which to

create impressive scats. As well, the control in Ella's voice was one which Amy

continues to respect and emulate. Randy also reflected, "I would say that listening has

influenced my skill as a vocal jazz person more than any other means of learning"

(personal communication, March 22, 2001).

Table 4

I4lluence of Listenine on Petformance Abiliq)

Emereent Themes Number Who Agreed

Listening to Jazz

Listening to Other Musical Sty[es

Two ofthe singers, howeve¡, found elements in the pop listening that affected the

way in which they now sing 1azz. Cindy, for.example, considered R&B as the main

influence on her cunentjazz singing. The reason behind this lies in her appr.eciation of

"beautiful and interesting melodies as opposed to just a heavy emphasis on the beat or

rhythm of the song" (personal communication, October 20,2003). As well, R&B

provided her witli a foundation for scatting, as it is heavily laden with riffing and vocal

gymnastics. she also attributed her ability to shape words and bend notes over ceÍain

chords, the stylistic elements of jazz,to her listening of R&8.

Ilhqt type offonnal n'aining have you had in fhe area ofjazz perþrmance or

theory? The three themes that emerged from conversations around formal tr.aining are

presented in Table 5. Eight acknowledged receiving fonnal theory courses in either jazz

8 (80%)

2 (20%)
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o¡ classical music fields. An equal number felt they received a great deal oftheir vocal

jazz training ftom a source other than formal cour.ses. Five singers interviewed had

formal training in jazz performance.

Table 5

Vocal Jazz Formal Traininø

Emergent Themes Number Who Aereed

Music Theory Courses

Jazz Performance Courses

Alternative Training

8 (80%)

8 (80%)

s (s0%)

The theoretical training that most singers obtained was either classi cal ot jazz

¡elated. These experiences were university-based, and required for the music programs in

which they were enrolled. Interestingly, a large majority ofthose interviewed attributed

the bulk oftheir jazz leamrng to factors outside of formal education. For instance,

Hannah, who pursued both performance and theoretical university cour.ses accredited

most ofhel leaming to being a rnember ofthe college's elite vocal jazz group, an extra-

cunicular endeavor. Similarly, Tannis attributed the major.ity of her jazz leaming to

listening to and emulating mentor singers. Mandy also stated that she largely learned to

sing vocal jazz by listening to respected jazz artists and practicing. Amy, who did not

take any formal training, commented, "r was asked to learn "Blue Moon,' for a big band

leader I was working with, so I leamed it. Thus began rny j azz education" (personal

communication, November 17, 2003).
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Half of the singers interviewed took performance courses in university settings

with a specific focus onjazz performance. In cindy's case, she spent four years at a

university in Toronto where she pursued performance courses that required a yearly

audition. In these courses, she would be the lead singer of a jazz combo, and the combo

members ranged from first year to fourth year students. This was a requirement in order

for her to graduate with a Bachelor ofFine Arts in Jazz performance. Mandy studied pop

voice for several years, and tookjazz performance courses at a college which specialized

in jazz music. Similarly, the requirements of Hannah's Bachelor of Music degree

demanded a certain number ofjazz performance courses wherein she studied vocal jazz.

Horç hqs the theoretícal t,aining been useful to your petformance ofvocal jazz?

Singers' ¡esponses to this question were not expected. My initiat hunch was that

the singers would not have found a use for theory training in their singing. surprisingly,

six of the eight singers that had taken theory courses deemed them as useful to their jazz

singing. Each ofthe singers commented that having this knowledge creates a more solid

structure over which a singer can solo.

Some ofthe singers were able to denote an exact con¡ection between the

theoretical knowledge that they had acquired and their current singing abilities. Hannah,

for example, stated that her theoretical training has been quite useful from a transcribing

aspect. "I can confidently transcribe music and that opens up a realm ofpossibilities

performing-wise, since I don't have to rely on finding a chart. Jazz theory has also helped

me 'get inside' chords and has given me a shoftcut to making good musical choices. with

the knowledge that I've gained, I've been able to apply it to practicing and that's opened

up Ìny ears to many more musical possibilities than I would have othe¡wise imagined,'
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þersonal communication, october 14,2003). Tony concurred that the most useful factor

of his theoretical training is the comprehension of harmonic changes that can be applied

to singing. This is his foundation for creating solos and for understanding a song's

harmonic expectations. without having a full appreciation of the inner working s of jazz

chords and what the various progressions entail, he feels it would be an impossible task to

create a well-lespected improvisational solo. Janie, although she did not find her own

minimal theory courses useful, indicated, ,,the best rnusicians have a fundamental

knowledge oftheory" þersonal communication october 7, 2003). she stated that the

reason for this is that they have a more profound comprehension ofthe music over which

they are singing, which allows them to take bigger 
'isks 

and provide a more confident

product.

Two ofthe singers did not find that their knowledge of music theory had a place

in their performance of vocal jazz. cindy found her university jazz theory course to be

very challenging, and although she employs some ofthe harmonic aspects in her song

writing, she did not feel that it has impacted her vocal performance. Janie's theory

training accompanied he' piano lessons and did not have an impact on the way she

cunently sings jaz z.

lïrhat aspects ofyour perþrmance training hqve helped you learn most the art of

vocal jazz? Most of the five singers who had obtained formal per.formance training were

able to find a link between some factor in their training and the way in which it helped

them become abetter jazz singer. Table 6 shows, however, the reasons were varied. Two

singers stated that it was beneficial in that it taught them how to prepare for and realize a

performance, while another two singers found it helped them in a technical manner.
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Being sunounded by other more experienced musicians in the school aided two singers.

The element ofpracticing the art form, which is inherent in jazz courses, was an

additional factol that two singers found as valuable. only one singer felt her performance

training was not valuable.

Table 6

Value qf Formal Performance Trainine

Emergent Themes Number Who Agreed

Preparing and Realizing Performance

Augmented Performance Techniques

Opportunities to Wo[k with Experienced performers

Inlerent Need to Practice

Not Valuable

2 (20%)

2 (20%)

2 (20%)

2 (20%)

1 (10%)

Mandy and Hannah valued their performances courses, as they were taught how

to prepare for and carry through with all of the necessary requirements for a performance.

"Putting on my own recitals at school really prepared me [for becorning a pr.ofessional

singer] because it gave me a taste of what it's like to play my own gig: getting players,

rehearsing, a'anging good charts, practicing, and finally perforrning in front ofan

audience" (personal communication, October 14, 2003).

Randy and cindy, on the other hand, emphasized the technicar aspect ofsinging

that was strongly developed th'ough their performance courses. "I think proper playing

technique and proper singing technique, is proper technique, no matter what you apply it

to, whether it be vocal jazz or instrumentaljazz, or classical, or whateve¡. so I thinkjust
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in terms of making sure that all the mechanics work, both instrumentally and vocally - I

think there's a real cormection there between vo cal jazz and classical [training]', þersonal

communication, March 22, 2001).

sandy attested that some ofher learning came from listening to other students in

the class attempting solos, and leaming from their ideas. This would not have been

possible had she not been taking a university perfomance course. similarly, cindy, while

in her university ensembles, leamed from the other musicians in her groups who were

more experienced and proficient. Although this isn't leaming from the course content, per

se, she would not have been afforded this learning experience had she not been taking

that pelformance course.

The element of practice was impoftant to two singers, which was a requir.ement in

order to succeed in university performance courses. Tony noted that through performance

courses students are encouraged, and even required to, perform on their instrument or

with their voice. This process results in a more accomplished musician, with the

understanding that there are goals set for the practicing. He stated that as long as a singer

maintains a goal ofwhat he/she wants to sound like and continues to learn through doing,

improvements will be made. The performance courses that Tony took provided him with

this opportunity. The element ofpractice was also the focus ofsandy's response, as she

agreed that the improvisational course she took provided her with a safe haven in which

she could attempt some newer, more experimental things. The classroom, being a non-

j udgmental place, provided that setting. she was able to improve her own soloing while

in that course, simply by practicing the various methods she had been taught.
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Talk about what, if any, ntethod books you have used. to learn about vocaljazz,

and more specifically how and v,hy these have been useful to you. As I had anticipated,

eight of the ten indicated they had never used any methods books. Two ofthe singers had

employed manual sets, but only to use the accompaniment cD's or tapes over which they

could practice their singing.

Hannah, Amy, Jonah, Randy, Tony, and Sandy never used method books for any

aspect of leaming to sing vocal jazz. cindy's response was that the only ,.methods,, 
she

leamed were from listening to jazz singers, while Janie was passionate in her answer,

"Honey, I don't even k¡ow what a method book is" þersonal communication, october 7,

2003). Along the same view, Jonah laughed, "I wouldn't even know what they looked

like!" (personal communication, April 4, 2001). sandy and Randy stated that they had

looked at a few, but had never found them useful.

Taruris employed the Jamie Aebersord cD and manuar, and found that singing

over the changes of two chords was very helpfi.rl when she was first learning how to

improvise. The manual, itself, however, provided no help in her learning to play or sing

jazz. Mandy also found a useful set of tapes that had a manual attached: Improvisational

Techniques by Patty Kokel. However, it was the again the tapes that she used, not the

manual. "she [the narrator] employs some warm-up techniques and she shows you what

vowel sounds are most effective when you're scatting. Like, if you're going to sing a

longer note, make it an open vowel sound like aaahhh or ohh, but don't be doin'

'dooooooooo' fol four bars, you know? Like, nobody wants to hear it!,'(personal

communication, Mar.ch i4, 2003).
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How did you learn to scat sing? The five themes that arose when each

professional jazz singer traced the steps they took when learning to scat appear in Table

7. The majority (8) of the singers said that they did most of their learning by listening to

greatjazz musicians, either vocal or instrumental. An equal number said that practicing

their skills was also an integral factor in them learning to sing vocal jazz. Three

individuals acknowledged that their high school jazz programs helped them develop

some ofthe skills required to improvise, while three singers also attributed part ofthat

process to leaming how to discard their inhibitions around improvising. Two singers also

noted that transcribing or mernorizing respected artists' solos helped them a great deal in

leaming to irnprovise.

The exercise oflistening was predominant in the data revealed by the professional

singers when discussing how they learned to improvise. Mandy specifically advocated

listening to jazz instrumentalists. "lf you're gonna learn to scat, listen to instrumentalists.

Listen to Charlie Parker. Listen to some horn players. You know, listen to Chet Baker, or

someone who plays simple - Ben Webster or Coleman Hawkins" þersonal

communication, March 14,2001). Sandy also found that when she began listening more

to jazz selections that were recommended by her high school teacher, she developed an

increased idea bank fo¡ her own solos. Tony also stressed the component of listening to

jazz vocalists or instrumentalist. He was able to obtain many ideas fi.om Miles Davis, in

particular.
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Table 7

Steps in Learninp to Scat Sinø

Emersent Themes Number Who Aereed

Listening to Jazz Masters

Practice

8 (80%)

8 (80%)

Participation in High School JazzPrograms 3 (30%)

Overcoming Inhibitions 3 (30%)

TranscribingÂ4emorizing Masters' Solos 2 (20%)

Practicing was another theme that was emphasized among the vocal jazz singers

on the topic ofscat singing. Eight singers insisted that without practice, one could never

improve as an improviser. Tony expanded this concept by stating that a person can listen

as much as he/she wants, but rurtii he/ she starts to try some ofthe things that were heard,

thele will be no performance development occurring. Mandy talked about the imporlance

ofpracticing and the'otion ofrepetition in orde'to improve. she suggested that

imitating the instruments that she heard on recordings helped her develop her improvising

ability. Harurah noticed that through practice and lepetition or cfiché jazz pattems she

was able to build a foundation ofriffs and a collection ofnotes that she could use over

ceftain changes. These became engrained in her head and were easily called upon when

needed in a solo.

For some singers, the programs they were exposed to in high school were integral

elements in the process of learning to sing jazz. sandy's first experience with scatting

was in a grade ten vocal jazz class when she didn't know what syllables to use, but was
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able to pick out a few notes that would fit over the changes. The first step she took was

taking home a solo that was assigned to her, working one out on the piano at home and

memorizing it. However, she admitted that this wasn't really improvising, and since she

sang it the same way each time in class, her teacher encouraged her to change it a bit each

time, if she could. It was at this point that she started experimenting with melodies a bit

more. Jonah found the ear training exercises in his grade eleven vocal jazz group useful.

The teacher would show the students what a root, third, fifth and flat seventh would

sound like, and then he would tell them what note to sing. Then they would attempt

individual scat solos using only those notes. They would also try solos on one note, just

varying the rhythm or attack of the note. After some time all of these elements would be

combined and moÍe notes would be added to create interesting scat solos.

A few singers discussed the subject of inhibition in learning to scat. All three felt

strongly that a singer can not feel embarassed or self-conscious when he/she is

attempting to improvise during the early stages. Cindy offer.ed, ,,scatting is something

you can't be shy about. You just have to jump in and do it. It's all about listening to the

bass line and the cho¡ds andjust choosing interesting notes and rh¡hms that sound the

sweetest against those chords" þersonal communication, October 20, 2003). When

Tannis first entered her university ensemble, where there were singers whom she deemed

as being more proficient at scatting, she was oveLcome by fear and stopped scatting all

together, until one day the teacher simply stated that they would be warming up with scat

solos by everybody. "He would not take 'no' for an answer. Hejust made me solo. So I

did, and it was tenible, and it was really scary, and I wanted to crawl into a hole, but it

was a start. And then Ijust kind ofgot used to the fact that it rvasjust something you did
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in that class. And every time it got better, and now I don't feel uncomfortable about it at

all" þersonal communication, March 28, 2001).

Finally, Harurah and Amy noted that by transcribing well-respected vocal or

instrumental jazz solos, they were able to improve their own scatting abilities. Hamah, in

particular, felt that this helped her understand better wh ar- other jazz arlists had done over

certain chord changes, hence providing her with new ideas for her own solos.

wat have been the most influentiar factors in your rea,ning to singjazz? Tabre g

shows that five key factors were identified by singers as most influential in learning to

scat. Interestingly, r00% of singers ( 10) included listening in their responses to this

question. Tluee of the singers interviewed stated that imitating well-r.espected jazz

musicians was just as impoÍant as listening, while two others noted that practicing was

an important factor. Two singers mentioned that there was a teacher who influenced their

scat singing and two others felt that their own inner motivation was central to learning the

art of singing vocal 1azz.

Table 8

Most Inlluential Factot's ín Learning to Scat

Emergent Themes Number Who Asreed

Listening

Imitating Jazz Masters

Practicing Scat

Influential Teacher

Intemal Motivation

10 (100%)

3 (30%)

2 (20%)

2 (20%)

2 (20%)
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Listening to recordings or live jazz music, whether instrumental or vocal, was

paramount in the interview comments surrounding this issue. cindy accredited all ofher

jazz leaming to listening. She listened to many female jazz vocalists and considered them

as her best teachers. Tannis was emphatic on this topic, "IfI hadn't listened, then I

wouldn't have any sort ofbackground to do it. And listening to lots ofstuff, notjust

listening to vocal stuff, but listening to instrumental stuffas well. There's so much

knowledge to be leamed there, not only about singing and soloing, but also about history

and style" þersonal communication, March 28, 2001). Janie also stated that using her

ears has been the largest factor in her leaming to sing jazz. Her family music background

that was a constant aural input as a child, coupled with listening to respectedjazz artists

has added to that sound that she can now emulate. Being sunounded by music her whole

life, both in listening and performing capacities, has enabled her to obtain the jazz style

of which she has heard so much. Finally, listening was a critical factor which enabled

Randy to learn the art of vocal jazz. "If we ale expected to be artists, and someone asks

us to paint a cow on a canvas, and you say, 'Great. I'll go ahead and paint a cow.' But as

soon as we got the paintbrush and got up to the canvas and we had never seen a co\¡/

before, I rnean, where would you start? Youjust wouldn't have any opportunity. you just

wouldn't have a fair chance. so, I think it's really important that we understand and that

we have an image in our mind before we staú creating. And I don't see any difference

between the artist, in terms of visual experience, and, vocal jazz" (personal

communication, Mar ch 22, 200 l).

Some singers added that, while the listening was extremely impol.tant, the next

step of imitation was of equal value. Amy, fol example, attributed most of her learning to
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mimicking what she heard. She developed her own style from imitating and then

straying from that rendition somewhat to make her own creation.

Practice was also an influential factor in other singers' opinions. Tannis and

Sandy both recommended practicing the sounds a singer was listening to. As Taruris

remarked, "Go out there and do it. I think that,s what helps the most is to just do it as

much as you can" (personal communication, March 28, 2001).

Tannis also recalled the influence ofa teacher that had a strong impact on her.

leaming, specifically, the acceptance ofher firstjazz solos by her teacher. Also the steps

through which the teacher allowed them to develop as singers was advantageous for her.

At first the students just played as much as they could. After doing that fol some time, the

teacher would then rnake one suggestion at a time, such as trying ceftain types ofnotes or

using mole range. This, she felt, was very useful to her progress as ajazz musician. Jonah

had a teacher that showed faith in him, which encouraged his pursuit ofthis genre. ,,He

understood what level I was at, and he wanted to develop it, you know? I think that was

the most important. He showed genuine intelest. He showed that he had a passion for this

kind of music and I think seeing that, my interest developed too', þersonal

communication, April 4, 2001).

Finally, Hannah's and Randy's reflections indicated that a great deal oftheir

motivation to leam vocal jazz singing came from a determination within themselves.

Hannah's inner drive to create and be spontaneous was a large influential factor for

Hannah. "I can remember back when I used to play classical piano I would always add

my own little interpretation to what was written on the page. That desire to express my

own personality in music has always been with rne" þersonal communication, October
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14,2003). Randy's inner motivation, he felt, was instilled by his parents. As a child, they

always encouraged him to pursue musical endeavors, however they would not dote on

him or fo¡ce the music on him in any manner. Therefore, from the tims he was young, if
he was to be at a rehearsal or a practice, it was his responsibility to make his way there by

bus. It was also his own task to do the required practicing in ord.er to ensu¡e a positive

performance experience. As a result, Randy felt that his parents did him a favor by

instilling in him a real irmer motivation to become a successful musician.

Do you play another instrument? How has that skill influenced your ability as a

vocal jazz singer'? Most (9) interviewed reported to play an additional instrument, and

agreed that this ability has helped their singing ofjazz. The reasons they identihed are

presented in Table 9. It is interesting to note tllat even the non-instrumentalist con1mented

that the instrument players she knew were able to scat better than many ofher singer

friends in school, because they were able to simply emulate the sound oftheir

instruments.

In terms of general musicianship, four of the instrument-playing singers found

that playing an instrument augmented their skills as a singer. Tan¡is reflected on the

differences between playing an instrument and singing. .,When you're playing an

instrument, you have to think fast to transfer the rh¡thm, the notes, the fingering and

everything do\ryn to your instrument. When you'r.e sight singing, you'rejust used to

thinking it fast [from the experience ofplaying an instrumentj, so itjust comes. whereas,

ifyou haven't had that training [on an instrument], you may not have the tools to read it

as fast" þersonal communication, March 28, 2001). Therefore, she felt that the training

she received on the saxophone increased her reading ability as a singer. Janie observed
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that as she became a stronger piano player, her singing also improved. she attributed this

to the general increase in musicianship that accompanied the higher level ofpiano

playing. She also plays percussion which has influenced her skill as a singer. Through

leaming the rh¡hmic intricacies ofsongs, she gained an appreciation for an additional

facet of the music. This allowed her to attempt more rhltrmic riffs and segments within

her singing.

Table 9

Inlluence qf Plavine an Instrument on Abili4r to Sine Vocal Jazz

Emerqent Themes Number Who Agreed

Improved General Musicianship

Ability to Accompany Own Practice

Stronger Knowledge of Harmonic Structures

Use of Instrument as a Visual Reference

Use of Instrument as a Figuring Tool for Vocal Lines

4 (40%)

2 (20%)

2 (20%)

2 (20%)

2 (20%)

Two singers found the ability to accompany themselves on the piano as an asset to

their singing. Hannah's ability to play the piano has also proved valuable to her in many

ways. "Being able to accompany yourselfas a singer is so beneficial. It helps me

intemalize the form of music I'm singing and it also feeds the ear new possibilities while

in the practice stage instead of waiting until there's a band behind me to let loose. I can

work out some ideas beforehand and really be confrdent in a performance situation. I

would recommend that every singer leam to accompany themselves on another

instrument" (personal communication, October 14,2003). Although Cindy has an
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elementary knowledge of how to play the piano, this ability has enabled her, too, to play

basic chord changes over which she could practice scatting.

Having the harmonic knowledge that complements playing an instrument has

helped two ofthe singers in thei¡ vocal abilities. Tony's piano knowledge has provided a

solid harmonic structure on which he can build improvisational solos. By playing the

tunes on the piano, and actually feeling the chords under his fingers, he is able to have a

secure foundation on which he can create solo lines when he is singing. similarly, 4¡¡y

plays the piano, and stated that having that knowledge has helped her a great deal as a

singer. It has given her the understanding of harmony and song structure,

Using the instrument as a visual reference was another idea discussed by two of

the singers. Jonah realized that when he sings, he pictures what he is singing on the bass,

since it provides that refelence point and sense ofsecurity in knowing exactly what notes

will come out. Therefore, playing the bass has provided him with an ancho¡ from which

he can confidently sing jazz. Similarly, Sandy's primary instrument was the flute.

Therefore, she noticed that when she was learning improvisation at university, she found

it easier to learn the skill on her flute. "Instead ofjust using my ear, I wanted to really

know what I was doing" (personal communication, March 1 1, 2001). She was then able

to transfer that visual knowledge of improvising on her flute to her voice.

Two singers found that they have been able to employ their instrument as a tool

for figuring out vocal lines o¡ hamronies in a much more expedient and effective manner

thanjust singing. Cindy has often worked out melodies on the piano first, and then

finding the sound she likes, would see how it translated into her voice. Therefor.e it has

provided her with an additional tool with which she can attempt new vocal ideas. In the
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same manner, if Amy is leaming a new song that requires harmonies or has a complex

melodic passage, she initially figures it out on the piano, which takes halfthe time it

would have if she had attempted it mentally. "To me it's like having a calculator to do

math with rather than doing it in one's head" (personal communication, November 17,

2003).

Mandy, although she does not play another instrument, holds an appreciation for

the benefits that having that skill could merit. "I don't really play an instrument, so it's

really hard for me to hear things unless they're actually played. I remember going around

school asking the other instrumentalists to sing for me what their instrument sounded

like, and they'd always do these great scat solos. They were totally imitating their own

instruments! sornetimes as a vocalist, I'm not always taking as many risks as I could"

(personal communication, March 14, 2001). she added an anecdote that summarized her

feelings about the advantages ofplaying an instrument. She described herselfdriving one

day and listening to a singer from New York voices take an irnpressively fast scat solo.

The scat was so fast that she couldn't even really perceive what the notes were. ,,of

coulse the guy plays saxophone too, so he's got a bit ofan edge. you know, there's my

other route - don't solo at all - you just hire a good saxophone player and let him do the

work!" (personal communication, March 14, 200 1).

Intervietys lïith Vocal Jazz Teachers

The data collected from the vocal jazz reacher interviews are presented in nine

sub-sections by interview question. The themes that ar.ose from this data are presented in

Tables 10- 15. For each interview question, the themes are discussed in a hie¡archical
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fashion, from greater to lesser importance as expressed by teachers. Interview comments

are inserted to illuminate the findings.

Reflect on the methods and techniques you use when teaching vocal jazz. What

has worked best? The teaching methods discussed by teacher respondents are displayed

in Table 10. The highest proportion ofteachers (7) responded that modeling was a very

helpful method when teaching vocal jazz elements. Half of the interviewees (5) also said

that by providing the students with listening examples thejazz sound was being heard

and embedded in the students' ears. This, they believe, is a required step for emulating

the sound. Th¡ee teachers found it useful to concentrate on the stylistic elements of

singing jazz, and th¡ee more found success in emphasizing mechanics. Only two teachers

focused on the harmonic forms of the songs instead ofteaching horizontal lines. And

finally, two educators noted that their students were more willing to improvise when a

non-judgmental atmosphere was created in the classroom.

Modeling was the prevalent theme when the teachers were discussing their most

successful pedagogical methods for vocal jazz. For instance, Tara employs a great deal of

modeling inher vocal jazz class. she feels that it is very useful for teaching most ofthe

concepts Thal vocal jazz entails. Whether it be style, tone, inflections or improvisation,

Tara models the preferred sound with her own voice, or from a recording ofa respected

vocalist. Gwen utilizes her stronger singers in the group to demonstrate or model the style

for the students. She finds this effective because the students see their peers' abilities as

more attainable than those ofprofessional singers who are heard on CD's. Don agreed

when he stated, "Just listen to Ella. I'm a huge proponent of mode.ling. you want to leam
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how to do it? Listen to them. Those were my teachers, as far as I'm concerned', (personal

communication, October 21, 2003).

Table 10

Success-ful Vocal Jazz Teachinq Methods

Emergent Themes Number Who Aereed

Teacher Modeling

Providing Listening Examples

Focus on Stylistic Elements

Establishing Proper Mechanics ofJazz Singing

Focus on Harmonic Structure vs. Melody

Creation of Non-Judgmental Learning Atmosphere

Listening surfaced as a useful teaching tool for many of the instructors as well.

Heidi has he¡ students listening a great deal. she finds that starting each class with a

listening component works well, as it helps them focus. she has her students listen tojazz

bands, vocal jazz , and solo jazz selections, and then discuss what kinds of things can be

heard in the arangements. Gwen also likes to have her students do a lot of listening to

other vocal jazz groups such as The Real Group or Manhattan Transfer. By doing so, she

feels the students have a sound in their ears which becomes a goal for them to emulate.

A' emphasis on stylistic elements was brought forth by three teachers, in that they

believed students need to have a full appreciation ofthejazz style before they can be

expected to emulate it, For example, when Roland is teaching the stylistic concept of

swing, he finds that ifhe asks them to 'swing hald', the idea is more clearly directed, as

7 (70%)

s (s0%)

3 (30%)

3 (30%)

2 (20%)

2 (20%)
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opposed to just'swinging'. This thought is even presented in a mathematical way: ,.The

first part is 66.6666% of the beat and the second part is 33.33330/0, as opposed to 50%

and 50%;0. Swinging hard is more like when it becomes 65 and 35" (per.sonal

communication, October 30,2003). Laura's techniques include focusing on the tone

quality of vocal j azz, since it entails a much brighter tone than what most ofthe students

are used to, As well, she ensures that her students are exposed to a variety ofjazz styles

and she does this by providing listening examples.

The mechanics of singing was also stressed by some teachers as being a helpful

pedagogical tool. Roland begins the year with establishing some jazz building blocks

which he finds are useful to him for the rest ofthe year. For example, he does not

introduce the microphones until proper vocal technique has been established off mic. In

addition, Gwen emphasizes propel vocal production with her students. If this isn't

established first, she believes that tlìe style and tonal elements of jazz are going to be

more of a sttuggle to obtain.

Sandra and Sally find that by focusing on the harmonic element ofjazz, students

are more likely to have success at singingjazz. Slowing down and fine tuning chords help

create the intonation ofchords for Sandra. As well, this process ensures that the root of

the chord is heard somewhat stronger, and supplies a reference point at each chord for the

singers. Similarly, if Sally's students are having a difficult time with a particular line, she

isolates a note to demonstrate its placement in the chord. This allows the sh;dents to hear

the harmonic texture as a whole, as opposed to trying to frnd one single note in a

horizontal line.
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Finally, creating a non-judgmental atmosphere in the classrooms has been very

beneficial for sam and Heidi when teaching vocal jazz. sam has noticed that making the

students feel comfortable about soloing is a large accomplishment. Trading fours with

them has helped sam in this area (where he sings four bars ofsolo and the student sings

four bars in reply), as well as offering a lot ofpraise after an attempted solo. For soloing,

Heidi has had the most success with the call-and-response technique. The benefit of this

method is two-fold. It allows the students to hear the teacher model first, and it breaks

down inhibitions because the student is not alone when singing.

What have you fried in the past that seemed to work least well? The themes

appearing in Table 1 I surfaced from the conversation on the methodology that teachers

found least helpful in their experience of teaching vocal jazz.

Table I 1

Least Efective Vocal Jazz Teachìng Methods

Emergent Themes Num r€ed

Use of Developmentally Inappropriate Repertoire

Lack ofPreparation for Scat Singing

Over-Analysis of Charts

Lack of PreparationÆlanning for Class

Use of Ineffective Method Books

Use of Poor Quality Repertoire

By distributing repertoire that was beyond the students, grasp, four teachers found

that their students becarne less enchanted with the notion ofstudying vocal jazz. The goal

3 (30%)

2 (20%)

1 (10%)

1 (10%)

r (10%)

1 (10%)
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had been set too high, and the students knew they would not be capable of attaining it.

Sam stressed that the repertoire needs to be very accessible for the students, especially

when they arejust beginaing. This helps them be successful early on, which results in a

confidence builder as.well. After some ofthe basic principles are established and they are

enjoying the genre, then he introduces more difficult material. Gary also had his students

attempting to sing in three parts when this wasn't a realistic goal for them. He had set his

standard above what the students were capable ofand found that they quickly became

disengaged.

Two teachers attempted a scat lesson with their students prior to having the

students well enough prepared. Laura and sally both found this as an ineffective strategy,

as their students were too timid to attempt the undertaking. This was the way that Laura

herself was taught, and it seemed to work well, however her students did not respond

positively to this approach. she realized that they need to be better equipped before they

are ready to endeavor scatting. Sally also perceives that when teaching improvisation,

"The sink or swim approach with no introduction works least well', (per.sonal

communication, October 7, 2003).

Four remaining teachers raised varying notions of methodology that they found

unsuccessful in the past. Don experienced difficulty with the concept of analyzing vocal

charts with his students. The in-depth analyzing of charts, he believes, results in tealing

the song apart, whereby the real heart ofthe song is lost, along with any musicality that

might have been there. The song then becones institutionalized in a manner that is

detlimental to the soul ofthe piece. Sandra finds the least amount ofsuccess with going

into a class unprepared, as well as employing ineffective method books. Gwen, who has
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been teaching vocal jazz for many, many years, could not think of a response to this

question, despite the repeated prodding. Heidi found the most difficulty when attempting

to teach vocal jazz charts that she deems as "cheesy" (personal communication, october

23,2003). she stated that the level ofdedication made by the teacher and students had no

bearing ifthey were trying to leam a chart that was simply ofno quality.

wat is your opinion on method boorts for teachíng any erenent of vocar jazz? A|

of the teachers' responses surrounding this issue we¡e similar. Not surprisingly, the

majority ofteachers (8) indicated that method books were ofno use to them in teaching

vocal jazz. one teacher used the accompaniment recordings ofa manual, over which her

students could practice improvising, and another teacher had had some success with a

manual that was strictly used for. warm-ups.

Don's reply was brief. "I've been teaching for 23 years and I've never touched

one" þersonal communication, October 21, 2003). Similarly, Laura responded, ,,I've

never used them. I don't plan on purchasing any. I'd much rather work on good repeÍoire

and have a product to share afterwards" (personal communication, october 20,2003).

sandra asked ifI could recommend any, as the resources she had tried were very

ineffective.

sally was not awar e ofany method books for vocal jazz, however stated that she

found the Aebersold play-along books and recordings to be useful. Her use was limited to

the accompaniment tracks over which her students could practice improvisation. she did

not find any use for the manual, Tara has not employed any method books either,

although she has found the Kirby Shaw Vocal Iazz Warm-Up book quite useful.
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How much time in a class, on average, do you devote to analytical listening ofvocal

jazz? Ana|ytically listening to jazz referred. to listening that was discussed after, or

listening that was preceded with directives, or listening that was discussed while a cD or

recording was being played. when describing the amount of listening to jazz that they did

with their classes, teachers could be divided into two groups; those who had their

students listen during every class, and those who had their students listen, but not during

every class. Most teachers (6) made sure that jazz listening was a part ofevery class,

while a lesser number (4) had their students listening, but at more sporadic intervals. It is

important to note that all ten teachers had listening tojazz as an element oftheir vocal

jazz course.

When Don is introducing a new song, he plays a recording of it a few times at the

beginning ofthe class so that students can leam it by ear. The students are expected to

pick out harmonies, leam the lyrics, and hear the form of the song through this repetitive

listening exercise. Laura plays at least one song a rehearsal and they spend approximately

two to five minutes discussing a certain aspect that they are concentrating on that day.

She also plays examples of charts they are working on in order to give them an idea of

the style and tone that they are aiming for. Tara has her students spend approximately

five minutes per class on listening, although it is not always specifically vocal jazz fhat

she plays for them. "I think students can get a lot ofgood stylistic and improvisational

ideas from instrumentalists as well" (personal communication, October 2l , 2003).

Four teachers have their students listening, but not on a regular basis, often due to

time and sclieduling constraints. The time that Roland spends doing anal¡.tical listening

with his students, for exarnple, depends on what their immediate schedule is. ,,If we have
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time to listen, it can be from five to fifteen minutes. If we need to have our songs ready

for a concert, then I may not do any" þersonal communication, October 30, 2003). Sam

does not have the students do listening every class, however there are classes where he'll

begin the class with a recording in order to prepare them for a piece on which they will

work that day.

How much time would you estimate students spend listening to jazz outside of class

time? Listening outside of class time could include vocal jazz, instrumental jazz, or solo

jazz voice. Teachers' predictions of this kind ofstudent listening time appear in Table 12.

The large majority ofteachers (8) estimated that their students did less than 60 minutes a

week of jazz listening outside ofthe school. Three teachers attributed most of their

students' outside listening to completing assignments. only two teachers anticipated that

their students did more than 60 minutes a week.

Many ofthe teachers predicted that their students \ 7ere not listening to jazz more

than 60 minutes a week. For example, sam believes that his students do not listen to jazz

outside ofschool. He senses that perhaps his very keen students may listen to it a little bit

at best. Sandra loans out her CD's for the students to take home, so she knows that those

particular students are probably listening tojazz on their own time. She feels that a

listening joumal could be a way in which their individual listening time could be

monito¡ed and increased. Laura, although she believes that her senior v ocal jazz group

listens tojazz outside ofschool more than 60 minutes a week, is quite certain that her

junior vocal jazz students do not.
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Table 12

Estirnated Time StudenÍs Listen to Music Per Week Outside of School

Emersent Themes Number Who Aereed

Small Amount of Time (>60 minutes)

Variable Amounts of Time Required to
Complete Listening Assignments

Large Amount of Time (<60 minutes)

8 (80%)

3 (30%)

2 (20%)

Three teachers, Laura, Sally, and Tara, felt that some of their students' time spent

listening was a direct result ofthe assigmnents they were handing out. Laura has a

listening assignment that she gives her students, whereby they are required to listen to

one jazz cD oftheir choice, and sally has listening assignments and concert attending

assignments that enable the students to do jazz listening on their own time. Tara also has

her students do listening assignments to promote the idea of listening morc. In contrast,

Gwen was confident in stating that most ofher students listen to a large amount ofjazz

on their own time. She guessed that each student probably listens to approximately 30

minutes a day of jazz or about200 minutes each week.

How much time in a class, on average, do the students pr.actice their o,wnjazz

improvisation? It was sulprising to find that rnost teachers interviewed (6) did not have

their students ptactice jazz implovisation every class. The remaining four said that they

have their shrdents do some form of impr.ovising every class. Improvisation was an

element also considered in the observations. since the observations encompassed only

one class, it was not necessarily a true depiction ofan average class. This is the reason it

was addressed during the interviews as well.
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Most teachers had the students practicing improvisation if the song on which they

were focusing required that element. with respect to students' practice of improvisation,

Roland stated, "Not very much. In a given year we may only have one or two songs with

improvisation in it" (personal communication, october 30,2003). He usually devotes one

or two classes solely to scatting for these specific songs. Similarly, sandra' response was,

"we do not improvise every class. we usually spend about l5 minutes on improvisation

every second class or so" (personal communication, October 30, 2003).

Four ofthe teachers had improvisation as a routine event in each vo cal jazz class.

For instance, Laura likes to begin each class with a bit ofscatting. usualty ten minutes or

so are devoted to a scatting exelcise in order to help the students become more

comfortable in this area. Tara also has her students practicing improvisation every class.

Everyone gets a turn and may take as many choruses as they wish. ,,Some are not ready

to do more than one chorus yet, while others take two or thlee" þersonal comrnunication,

October 21, 2003). For her, the process takes roughly l0 to l5 minutes each class.

Ilhat strategies do you use for helping high school students shed their inhibitions

around scattingfor the first time? The issue of student inhibition with respect to scatting

at the high school level was prominent in the professional jazz singer interviews.

Therefore, teachers were asked about the strategies they find useful in helping students

overcome their fears ofscatting. seven themes surlace from the data analyzed which

appear in Table 13.

Most teachers (6) found that employing the call-and-response method of scatting

was less intimidating for the students. Sally begins with a call and response method,

whereby the teacher begins versus the whole group. Then it becomes teacher versus an
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individual, and finally an individual versus the group. Laura has her students practice

call-and-response over a blues pattern. Then she has students attempt different

approaches such as the riff method, or experimenting with the shape ofthe solo. Once

that is comfortable for them, she moves to rhlthm changes, while still using the call-and-

response method. Heidi, similar to many of the other teachers, employs the call-and-

response method, as it allows the students to simply mimic the teacher at first if that is all

they feel comforlable doing.

Table 13

Strategies for Diminishing Students' Inhibitions Around Scatting

Emergent Thernes Number Who Agreed

Call-and-Response Method 6 60%)

Modeling Scats S (SO%)

Creating a Safe Learning Environment 3 (30%)

Listening and Emulating 3 (30%)

Start Simple 3 Q0%)

Practice and Private Rehearsal 2 eO%)

Conversation Exercises I (10%)

Half of the teachers interviewed found that th'ough modeling si'rple scats or even

scats with enors, the students feel more welcome to try the skill themselves. Roland first

demonstrates a scat fo¡ his students where he tries to "make a fool of [him]self first so

they know it is okay to loosen up" þersonal communication, October.30, 2003). In
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contrast, Gary chooses to model examples with confidence, so that his students do not

feel as awkward or silly when it is their tum to use the fairly foreign non-sense syllables.

Th¡ee teachers mentioned the notion that having an accepting classroom helps the

students feel more comfortable, in that they are secure in knowing they will not be

ridiculed for any risks that they take. For example, prior to any scatting, Roland talks

with the group about being respectful to each other and creating a classroom that is a safe

place to sing. Sally also stresses the importance ofa non-threatening environment, and

she creates this by explaining that since the solo is entirely made up, the students can't

really make a mistake.

An equal number stated that the mo¡e listening their students did, the more willing

they were to try the task on their own. Don helps the students by continuing to bring in

further recordings that they can emulate. This constant repetition, he has found, has made

them feel more comforlable with the issue of improvising. Sirnilarly, Gary stated, "If I

can immerse them in examples, soon they will want to try their own" (personal

communication, October 22,2003). Specifically, he has them listen to Ella Fitzgerald a

lot. "When they hear Ella go off, they know that that is exactly what it's supposed to

sound like" (personal communication, October 22,2003).

As well, by starting simple, tluee more teachers remarked that students do not feel

overwhelmed with an unattainable task. Sally encourages them to start offusing only a

vely few notes and to use a lot ofsilence, while Tara keeps her own modeling very

simple to demonstrate that their solos don't have to be complex. Therr they begin doing a

very short solo ofone or two bars. From there they move into trading fours, and finally

full choruses.
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Laura and Sandra both employ the technique ofpractice in order to help their

students dispose oftheir inhibitions around scatting. They noticed that the more

Íìequently students are given the opportunity to practice the skill, the more willing they

are to attempt it. "For some, scatting is really hard. They feel very intimidated to do this

in front of their classmates and me. I send a copy of Jamie Aebrsold's cD horne so they

can practice on their own. This seems to help,,, noted Laura (personal communication,

October 20,2003). Sandra has realized that the more time the students spend on

improvisation, the more comfoftable they feel about doing it. ,.Through repetition, it

becomes easier and less scary" (personal communication, October 30, 2003).

Gwen's irurovative concept fot this challenge was to ct€ate a conversation

exercise with her students whereby one student sings a sentence (with words) and the

next student adds to it. This allows them to start the creative process and also

encompasses tlìe spontaneity that is required for scatting. The students enjoy it and

consider it more of a game than an exercise in leaming to improvise.

þlhat are the challenges youface in teaching vocaljazz and how have you had

success in overcoming them? The thematic categories related to challenges that teachers

face in the vocal jazz classroom and remedial methodology appear. in Table 14.

Three educatols commented on the difficulty ofacquiring quality vocal jazz

charts for ensembles. Don, in particular, has difficulty using stock charts, as he finds

them too straight. Further, following a written anangement on a piece ofpaper

contradicts the way in which he was taught music, which involved having a musician

sitting beside him as a young boy, showing him how it should be done. Finding and

purchasing qualiÍy jazz repertoire that is not too pricey has been a challenge for Laura.
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She purchases as much as she can from [INC, since it has a solid reputation for

authenticity, however the cost is high. sandra has found that the majority of vocal jazz

charts have male parts that are written too high for high school boys.

Table 14

Teac híngjehqllgngps and P e daso gic al S olut ions

Emergent Themes Number Who Asreed

A. Teaching Challenges

A'.1 Accessing Quality Charts 3 (30%)

4.2 Class Scheduling 2 (20%)

B. PedagogicalSolutions

B.1 Providing Listening Examples 4 (40%)

8.2 Requiring Membership in Concert Choir 2 (20%)

8.3 Extemal Feedback 2 e0%)

8.4 Comfortable Learning Clirnate 2 (20%)

B.5 Teacher as Learner 1 ( l0%)

Two teachers noted the challenge of limited time or conflict in scheduling within

the school day. Scheduling is a challenge for Laura, as two ofthe vocal jazz classes are

run at the same time (two teachers), therefore the students can not possibly be in both

experiences. Not having ample class time is the largest problem facing Sally. She

currently meets with her students before the school day begins, and she feels that if the

class was scheduled in a regular period, there would be more time for her to achieve her

goals,
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other teachers found varying obstacles such as getting their students to like the

jazz idiom, being inexperienced themselves in the area of improvisation, getting students

to change their style from concert choir singing, having students project properly, and

obtaining proper intonation within the ensemble. All of these challenges will be

addressed in the following discussion on teaching solutions.

The teachers named four specific solutions that appeared to help them through the

previous challenges. Ensuring that students listen to further examples was the primary

answer. when his students are not producing the sound he wants, Don explained, .,If they

don't get it, I bring in an example (listening). I also sing every.thing they do. They hear it

that way" þersonal communication, octobe¡ 21, 2003). As previously mentioned, Tara's

biggest issue is to have her students change their style ofsinging from concert choir to

vocal jazz. "They have to completely change their ideas ofdiction, tone, color and style.

"It is often hard getting them not to pronounce every consonant as they would in concert

choir" þersonal communication, October 21, 2003). She has found that the most

effective way to overcome this is to continue to provide respecte d vocal jazzlistening

models. similarly, Gary's rnain difficulty lies within having the students change their

style of singing from pop to jazz. His solution fol this is to have them continue to listen to

more and more examples of quality jazz music.

Musicianship qualities such as sight singing and aural skills are all honed in

concert choir. Two teachers require their students to have membership in concert choir if
they would like a spot in the vocaljazz group. sandra has noticed that singers who have a

stronger sense ofgeneral musicianship can overcome the challenging harmonies in some

or the jazz charts. she ensures this by never allowing a student to join vocal jazz unless
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he/she is already in conceÍ or chamber choir. Sally's major challenge was with

scheduling before class, and not having enough time to work on the elements she feels

warrant extra time. In order to alleviate this issue, she is cuffently experimenting with

studentJed sectionals (without the teacher being present) and she is always encouraging

her students to practice more often and more efficiently. "Independent practice is always

a challenge for those who don't read well, or who don,t play the piano. I'm trying to

overcome this with a strong component of sight singing and aural skills in my choir

course, which must be taken concurrently with v ocal jazz', þersonal communication,

October 7, 2003).

Gwen and Roland seek outside feedback from clinicians and workshops when

their students are having stylistic difficulties. By doing so, a fresh perspective is

provided, and innovative ideas are shared. Roland also places a great deal of importance

on the atmosphere that he creates in his classroorn in order to overcome certain

challenges. "For high schooi students, acceptance is more important to them than

swinging hard. I find that with these groups it is a great place to teach conflict

management skills andjust how to be a positive contributor to a group. A group that is

close and feels good about themselves will sound better than one in tumroil,' þersonal

communication, October 30, 2003). He also finds that talking to students out ofclass

creates a trusting relationship. "Before they will take chances in class they need to trust

you and have a relationship with you, knowing that you care more about them as a person

than you do about how the group sounds" þersonal communication, October 30,2003).

Laura also sets a tone in her class that invites students to feel comfortable. since her main

struggle is with shldents' inhibitions around scatting, she feels that this is one solution
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that seems to work well. "one thing I'm really trying to work on is having a positive and

comfortable working environment. If the kids feel comfortable in class, they can trust me

enough to scat in front of me" þersonal communication, October 20,2003).

Finally, Sam's challenge offeeling that he does not have enough expertise in the

area of improvising has been remedied by him learning along with the students. This very

problem has led to a benefit in the group, because they have a very strong team attitude

amongst them. They know that he is leaming alongside them and therefore they are

willing to take risks and put forth suggestions just as he is.

Do any ofyour students play another instrument? How do youfeel this infruences

theit' abìlity as a vocal jazz singer? The four themes that surfaced when analyzing the

data from the teachers' responses around these questions are presented below in Table 15.

Interestingly, all ofthe teache¡s that had instrument-playing students found this to be an

asset on some level.

seven educators noticed that their students who played another instrument (who

were all members of the school's jazz band) had a more solid gr.asp of the jazz style that

vocaljazz requires. For instance, Gwen has many students who play the piano and some

others who play other instruments. This, she feels, really helps the students in their

overall musicianship and their reading ability. since Roland's approach to scatting

involves a great deal ofcompalison to instruments, he also feels that any singer who can

play an instrument is at an advantage. In addition, if the students are in ajazz band, sally

believes that they have a stronger sense ofwhatjazz is, especially in terms ofstyle, and

their ability to swing.
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Table 15

Benelìts o.f Insn'utnent PlaJtingplt Sladents ' Abilitìes as Vocal Jazz Singers

Emersent Themes Number Who Agreed

Facilitates Understanding of Style

Elevates Reading Skills

Increases Knowledge of Harmony and Theory

Simulation of Instrumental Sounds with the Voice

Four teachers indicated that their students who played an additional instrument

were stronger readers than those students who did not play another instrument. Heidi

specifically mentioned a confidence in note reading, as well as the rate at which students

can sight read when they are instrument playels. A few other teachers (3) rernarked that

their instrument-playing students had more theoretical and harmonic knowledge, which

rendered them better improvisers. In Laura's program, about halfofher students play an

instrument in the school band and, jazzband. Those students, Laura said, have a ,,Huge

advantage in improvising because they have a strong background in jazz theory. They

understand why a solo is so interesting and appreciate the greats much mor.e" þersonal

communication, october 20,2003). However, there are negative side effects ofthis that

Laura has noted as well. There is a time management issue because those particular

students who are in so many ensembles, are often the students who are the least prepared.

Consequently, this has a direct negative impact on their singing.

Two educators also noted that when they were giving directions to instrument_

playing students, they had the supplementary tool ofcompaling their vocal direction to

7 (70%)

4 (40%)

3 (30%)

2 (20%)
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how it would sound on the students' instrument. For example, each one of sam's students

plays another instrument, and he is able to make references to their instruments when

giving instructions. He will ask a student, for instance, to make his voice sound like a

slide on the guitar in order to produce a vocal slide. Sam deems that having the

knowledge ofan additional instrument also gives the students a feel for the instrumental

style that they are trying to emulate in vocal jazz.

Observations of Vocal Jazz Teachers

Data collected from obselations of vocal jazz teachers are displayed according to

the foci guiding the sessions. These foci conce¡ned the physical description ofthe room,

teachers' dominant teaching tendencies, teachers' comments regarding improvisation,

lesson segments devoted to listening, metltods used by the teachers to overcome

challenges, and methodology resources employed by the teachers during the lessons. The

thematic gathering around these elements are offered in Tables 16- l g. Each ofthese areas

is described, and is accompanied by anecdotal and teacher comments.

Physical des*iption of rootn. observations of ten classrooms revealed tl.rat most

contained a stereo (8) and ernployed informal seating arrangements (7). Three classrooms

had more structured seating arrangements and an equal number had blackboards with

theory written on them and upcoming concert dates or student doodling. Few classrooms

(3) housed a computer.

Teachers' donzinant behaviors. The dominant teaching tendencies ofthe teachers

observed are presented in Table 16. Just over half(6) employed modeling as one oftheir

prime means ofteachi'g different aspects ofvocal jazz to their classes. Sally, for

example, modeled with her own voice whenever there was as a stylistic, tonal or.pitch
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problem. when students were having difficulty with the pitch of their line, Heidi would

also model it for them, often accompanying herself on the piano. Similarly, a transition

between two sections of a song was giving the bass section some trouble, so Heidi

modeled the seam for thern four times before having them attempt it. she modeled

stylistic elements as well, such as scoops, slides, straight tone, and accents. Roland also

employed modeling a great deal. once the repertoire portion of his rehearsal had begun,

there was a section that was not swinging enough, so Roland modeled the style that he

required with "Doo GAH doo GAH doo GAH.. .', (Observation #9, October 30, 2003).

Table 16

Teachers' Dominant Behaviors

Emergent Themes Number Who Agreed

Modeling

Wolds of Encouragement

Praise

Velbal Dilections

Facial Expressions

Imagery

6 (60%)

4 (40%)

3 (30%)

2 (20%)

2 (20%)

l (10%)

Encouraging words were also used principally by four teachers. To encourage the

students, for instance, Heidi made comments such as,,,Keep it light, basses!", ,,Keep

working on it!", "Try it!", "You can do it in one breath. you can do it!',, and,,I already

heard some staggering going on. That was good!,, (Observation #7, October 23,2003).

Encoulagement was also rampant in Galy's teaching. For example, when the students
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attempted a new chart that they were learning that day, they sang through it once and

ended laughing. Gary's comment to them was,',Not bad for first time through, though',

(Observation #5 , October 22,2003). When the group was coming toward a particularly

high part ofthe song, Gary urged them on with, "Bring it on, bring it on!,,(Observation

#5, october 22,2003). In addition, when students were running out ofbreath at the end

of a line, he encouraged them by stating, "Hold onto it!" (Observation #5, October 22,

2003).

Praising students was a techlique used predominantly by three instructors. After

working on a vowel sound that he was trying to extrapolate from the students, they

attained his desired sound, and Gary commented, with a big smile, ,,Nice vowel there,'

(observation #5 , ociober 22,2003). As well, his face showed praise when the students

reached a high note that was a challenge, as he looked up at the group with a big smile

while nodding his head. The praise that sandra provided included statements such as

"Super listening there", "You guys should be very proud of yourselves. That,s not an

easy chart," and srniling at people who were attempting solos (Observation #8, October

30, 2003).

Two teachers used verbal directions most frequently in their teaching ofvocal

jazz.For example, when a repeated line that the singers were doing had no energy, Gwen

stated, "Think that you're going somewhere" (Obsen'ation #6, Ocfober 22,2003). Many

ofLaura's directives were also spoken. she would put into words the desired effect for

which she was searching. An equal number, Tara and Laura, used facial expressions quite

frequently, in order to obtain a certain stylistic element fi.om the group. For example, if

Laura wanted a louder dynamic, she would create an angry face, while sweeping her
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hands toward her. If she wanted a lighter tone, she would raise her eyebrows and smile,

or if she was needing more energy, she would create a more frantic expression on her

face.

Finally, the concept of imagery was used by Sandra. For example, when her

students were practicing a section in "Georgia" that was intended to build, she stated,

"Hear the drums" (Observation #8, October 30, 2003). In another area, she encouraged

them \.vith, "Crescendo there - it'Il sound sojuicyl" (Observation #8, October 30, 2003).

Also, when there was one student doing a solo, and the rest of the group was not

providing enough support with their backgtound vocals, she suggested, ,,Give her some

more vibes there" (observation #8, october 30, 2003). At a point where the chord wasn't

quite tight enough sounding, she stated, "Crunch it up", and for. some help with style, she

offered, "Feel the long, swooshy skirls" (Observation #8, October 30, 2003). Finally,

when students were having difficulty with their breath control, she said, "use your whole

body. Squeeze your butt. Get tluough that phrase" (Observation #8, October 30, 2003).

Observations of improvisation Six classes observed included segments on

scatting. The improvisation that occuned in four ofthese classes was solo scat sections,

while the remaining two classes spent time on call-and-response exercises. The teachers'

talk during these portions ofthe class involved both suggestions for impr.ovement and

praise (see Table 17). It is important to note that four classes observed did not include

any instructional segments on improvisation.
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Table 17

Improvisational Content and Teacher Talk Observed in Lessons

Emergent Themes Frequçnqy lllQþlqvations

A. ImprovisationContent

4.1 Solo Scat Singing

4.2 Call-and-Response Exercises

4.3 No Improvisational Segments

B. Teacher Talk

B. 1 Constructive Suggestions

B.2 Student Praise

The suggestions that were made regarding improvisation varied, depending on the

teacher. For example, in Sandra's class during the song, "In the Mood", there were two

irnprovisational solos. While the students were soloing, Sandra did not make any

comments, however after the one student soloed, she suggested, "See if you can do some

ofthose Billie Holiday slides" (referring to the listening example at the beginning of the

class)(Observation #8, October 30,2003). After the second student soloed, she

recornmended to the gloup that when we are attempting a scat solo, "We have to find a

couple ofnotes that belong to the chold and then deviate from there" (Obselvation #8,

October 30,2003). Sam explained to his students that when doing a scat solo, one has to

be careful not to set up a pattem and end up doing the same thing over and over again. He

made suggestions for altematives to this, such as taking the melody and omamenting it,

or taking a fragment and experimenting with it, He added that they should try to emulate

4

2

4

6

4
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an instrument, and that dynamics can be done with the mics. Finally, he offered the

advice that using space is very effective. "You don't want to be singing all the time,'

(Observation #10, November 19, 2003). Laura led a call-and-response exercise wherein

she did the calling and the whole class responded as a group. Before starting, she stated,

"You can do whatever you \want. Ifyou're scared, just sing exactly what I sing, or you

can make up your own thing" (Observation #3, October 21,2003). She then explained

three different elements that could be worked on during a solo, which included call-and-

response, riffs, and the shape of a solo.

Four teachers used words ofpraise for students attempting to improvise. Gwen

had a scenario where the students wele trading fours with each other. Gwen,s comments

during this time included, "Answer her" when it was the next student's turn, and.,Keep

going - that's right" and "Not bad!" (Observation #6 , Ocfober 22,2003). Similarly, after

one student tried improvising for the first time, Sam exuded, "That was great! you know

what? You should be doing this all the time!" (Observation # 10, November 19,2003).

Teacher talk on listening. Six teachers observed included a listening segment in

their lesson, while the rest did not. Teacher talk during listening segmerÌts was either

directed towald a particular stylistic element (5) or was on the subject of improvisation

(2).

Regarding comments on style, Laura made several at the beginning ofthe class,

while some vocal jazz music was playing. At one point she called out, ,,Listen to this

scat!" A little further on in the tune, she said, "Listen to how bright they are"

(Observation #3, October 21,2003). Later on in the class, she played another example for

the students to listen to. "Listen to the shout chorus," she stated (Observation #3, October
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21,2003). When a scat solo came on, she asked, .,She's imitating something - what is

it?" (Observation #3, October.21, 2003). Then she added, ..Listen to the tone and the

syllables she's using" (Observation #3, October 21,2003). Correspondingly, while

sandra's class was beginning, she played Billie Holiday for the students to hea¡. while

they were listening, she commented, "Listen to how she does the ice-cream scoop (a

down-up slide)" and "Oh - listen to this part! Listen!', (Observation #g, October 30,

2003).

Tara and Laura also made comments regarding improvisation that they heard in

the iistening examples. Fol example, during the listening example that Tara provided,

there was a sax solo, and she noticed that some students were getting chatty. At that point

she said, "Just because it's not a vocalist doesn't mean you can't listen and get some

ideas" (observation #2, october' 2l , 2003). Aftel the sax solo she pointed out that the

solo wasn't complicated, as it was comprised ofoctave leaps and a lot ofsilence. she also

noted that although it wasn't complex, it still sounded great.

Solutions to teaching challenges. When teachers were faced with various

challenges during their classes, various thernes emerged from the observations that

describe the ways in which they dealt with these hurdles. The fiequencies ofeach theme

observed are displayed in Table 18.

Almost alI of the teachers (9) employed modeling as a technique for overcoming

obstacles in the classroom. Roland modeled predominantly with this voice. For example,

when the class began, he was doing a descending warm up with his students, which was

falling flat in pitch, so he modeled the flat pitch in the descending line for. them. Next, the

girls had a high-pitched warm-up, to which he modeled the vowel shape he was looking
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for. During a subsequent warm-up, he modeled the increased volume that he was needing

on the word "me." On the word,,l,,in a different warm-up, he modeled singing it, and

then asked them, "Tell me what your tongue is doing?" (observation #9, october 30,

2003). In the same manner, when the tenors were having trouble finding their pitch, sam

modeled it for them. He also suggested, ,,put 
a little crescendo on the note,,, and

proceeded to model the effect he described (observation #10, November 1g,2003).

Fufher, he stated, referring to three lines in the song, ,, .When will I' was good, .How

will I' was good, then..." and he modeled the third line the way that they had sung it with

a sliding pitch problem (Observation #10, November 19, 2003).

Providing general directions fol students was another method that several teachers

employed when they were faced with a dilemma in their class. For instance, Laura

suggested, "Don't think about it -just sing it" (observation #3, october 21, 2003) when

her students were having intonation difficulties. During a section where there were pitch

problems, at first she simply stated, .,Fix that for me', (Observation #3, October 21,

2003). Then when the students concentrated and improved their pitch, she noted, ,.see

how focused you need to be" (observation #3, october 21,2003). Sandra also had some

advice when her tenors were being challenged with a particularly low set ofnotes. She

suggested, "when you get to the extent ofyour range, the tendency is to look down and

concentrate. But that's when you really need to look up and open things up', (observation

#8, October 30, 2003).

Many teachers also used physical prompts in order to help their students

overcome some stumbling blocks. Before one ofthe songs even began, Gwen attempted

to ward off intonation diff,rculties by reminding them, "Eyes, faces, smiles," and,,More
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smile" was instructed when the same difficulty occurred later on (observation #6,

october 22,2003). while she said this, she put her hands on her cheeks and rose up on

her toes. In sandra's class, there was a point in a song when the tempo was getting lost

and she simply started patting beats two and four on her leg to help them re-establish the

tempo. As well, she would demonstrate the desired effect that she was searching for by

modeling with her voice or motioning with her arms. when there was a breath accent

missing, she sang the line with the accent present. when they were to sing a slide that

wasn't quite long enough, she asked them to do it again, and she used her arms in a large

falling motion to bring out the length of note she was needing. As well, "I don't want an

attack and release there, I just want a . . . sound," while she raised her arms in a large circle

(Observation #8, October 30, 2003).

Theoretical directions were employed by some teachers in order to resolve a

certain issue. For pitch problems, Sandra often refelred to pitch names or interval names.

"It's a minor third, girls, up to the Coda" a'd,.you guys stay on the B flat,' (Observation

#8, october 30, 2003). sam explained to his tenors, "Everything you do is clu.ornatic. As

you're singing descending semitones, you need to think of it as going up, otherwise the

pitch will fall" (Observation #10, November 19, 2003).

sandra, Roland and sam all provided imagery for their students when a particular

sound requirement was not being met. In a song that Roland's students were working on,

he wasn't happy with the style at one point so he created an image for them: "can you be

more....detective there?" (observation #9, october 30, 2003). He then painted a visual

picture from TV of a good cop/bad cop scenario, and told them that they were to be the

bad cops. As well, he made comments such as, "your whole body needs to be into it", .,I
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want far more soul in this rhy.thm", "I want to get the sense that you guys like this song,,,

"Be cheesy here" and "can you be more dramatic?" (observation #9, october 30,2003).

For a ch¡omatic section that was ascending which was posing intonation problems for

sam's group, he created a visual reference for the singers: "It's like tightening it with a

screw diver. It's a quarter tum on a screw driver," while he motioned with his hand what

a quarter turn on a screwdriver would look like (observation #10, November 19, 2003).

Table 18

Solutions to Teaching Challenges

Emergent Themes Frequency of Observations

Modeling

Providing General Verbal Directions

Giving Directions Via Physical Gestures

Providing Directions Using Theoretical Terms

Providing Examples of Imagery

Praising Effoús for Tasks Perfomred Well

Moving a Section/Individual Close to the Piano/Teacher

Suggesting the Students Listen to More Examples

Counting in the Song Stylistically Appropriate

Suggesting the Students Listen to the Piano

Having the Students Speak a Rh¡hmically Difficult passage 2 (20%)

Suggesting Individual Student Practice

e (e0%)

I (80%)

6 (60%)

3 (30%)

3 (30%)

3 (30%)

3 (30%)

2 (20%)

2 (20%)

2 (20%)

2 (20%)
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Th¡ee teachers also used praise a great deal in their classes, in order to conquer

certain challenges. Sally, for example, used phrases such as ,,Amazing',, ,,Ten times

better", and "Good work, guys" (Observation #1, October 7, 2003). Her facial

expressions embodied primarily smiles as she gave directives or praise. There was an

instance of improvisation that occurred in sam's class, which involved some scat soloing.

He had one student try a scat solo, and praised him immediately following: ,,Good work,'

(observation # I 0, November 19,2003). He would also hold notes longer when the entire

group was having trouble tuning a particular chord, and he would compliment them when

they solved intonation difficulties: "Good tuning!,'(Observation #10, Novembe¡ 19,

2003).

Moving a student or a section was another method employed by three teachers.

For instance, when sandra's bass section was feeling unsure about their pitches, she had

the whole section move to stand beside her at the piano while the rest of the ensemble

continued to sing. she kept playing the accompaniment on the piano, but was singing the

bass part right in their ears. In the same manner, sam asked one student to come and sit

right beside him so that he could sing his/her part right into his/her ear while the rest of

the group was singing due to pitch difñculties.

Two teachers recommended further listening for their students. When Don

experienced intonation problems, he said, "Listen to the chord", while he was playing it

on the piano, and "Listen one more time" (Observation #4, October 21, 2003). Two

additional comments made su¡rounding listening involved a student singiqg while Don

was playing the part he/she was to leam, and he suggested, ,,Listen 
- don't sing. you're

trying to do two things at once. Most singers sing too much as opposed to using their
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ears. They forget that listening is half the battle,, (Observation # 4, Ocfober 21,2003).

Likewise, for intonation problems, one of Sam's comments was, ,,Tenors, listen, please.

Listen, listen, listen ever so carefully" (Observation #10, November 19, 2003).

Two teachers circumvented some stylistic difficulties by counting in the songs in

the same style in which they were to be sung. Roland counted the group in using breath

accents in a swing tune, in order to create the style before the song even began. Laura

also employed this technique on each song she was beginning. sally and Gary had their

students listening more carefully to the piano during times ofpitch insecurity. They both

stressed to their students the importance oflistening to their pitches before they open

their mouths to sing. Sally and Roland led rh¡hm-speaking sessions for rh¡hmicafly

difficult portions ofsongs. They slowed down the tempo, and proceeded to have their

groups speak out the rhythms accurately before increasing the tempo. Once the goal

tempo was obtained, they had the students attempt to sing the passage. And finally,

Roland and sam also recommended that students do some individual practice on some of

the repertoire. with regards to pitch difficulties, sam made the suggestion to the bass

section, "Sit down at the piano and figure that out', (Observation # 10, November 19,

2003).

Contents of Jazz Method Resout"ces

The themes that emerged from a content analysis of mainstreamvocal jazz

method books appear in Table 19. six ofseven books analyzed stressed the factor of

practicing in order to learn to sing vocal jazz. Four ofseven had sections on both

listening and leaming the proper vocal technique first. Three books conveyed the topic of
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jazz theory as an essential leaming tool. Leaming the jazz style and the fundamentals of

the roots of jazz were two topics discussed in only two books reviewed.

Fredrickson's (1982) book on scat singing recommends listening to specific

elements ofscat on a cassette tape provided, such as words, rh¡hms, harmonies and

pfuases. After listening, Fredrickson recommends that the leamer imitate the examples,

and then experiment with original melodies of his/her own.

zegree (2002) begins by identising what vocal jazz is and explaining the roots of

the tradition. He then delves into explaining the style and has an accompanying cD that

provides listening examples ofthe various stylistic devices that he describes.

Subsequently, he presents ideas on how to run an effective vocal j azz rehearsal, including

director preparation and hints such as talking less and having the students singing more.

sections on Teachingjazz theory and creating a rh¡hm section are offered, followed by a

chapter on teachingjazz solo singing, wherein Zeglee recommends ensuring first that the

students are singiug technically conect.

When discussing how students can learn tlte element ofjazz phrasing, Zegree

(2002) notes, "one ofthe best ways to learn this technique is to listen analytically to

singers who use back pluasing effectively. I believe that listening to great artists is by far

the best method to achieve familiarity and sophistication in solo singing. Frank sinatra,

Tony Bennett, Ella Fitzgerald, and sarah Vaughan are four singers with highly accessible

styles, who have mastered singing behind the beat', (p. 47).

In the subsequent chapter on improvising, the first three exercises that he

recomnrends are listening to well respected j azz vocal and instrumental improvisations,

transcribing recorded solos, and learning to pe'fectly mimic one or two melodic lines
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from one ofthe transcriptions with pitch accuracy andjazz articulations in all 12 tonal

centers.

Table 19

Freau"ncíes ord Perc"ntaees o.frooict Repr"sent"d in Jaz, Methodolosical Resourc"s

Practice

Listening

Technique

Theory

Roots of Jaz z

Style

Work Ethic

Rehearsal Tips

Transcribing

Logistical Elements

Vocal Production

6 (86%)

4 (s7%)

4 (s7%)

3 (43%)

2 (29%)

2 (2e%)

1 (14%)

1 (14%)

t (14%)

t (r4%)

1 (14%)

N:7. Resources Analyzed: Zegree Q002), Cohen (2001), Henry (1993), Cooper (1992),
Riposo (1989), Baker (1988), Fredrickson (1982).

Additional chapters ofZegree's book include advice on ruming effective sound

systems, staging and movement in vocal jazz ensembles and listening. ,,The 
best way to

assimilate the jazz vocabulary is through serious listening" (Zegree,2002, p. 67). He

stresses that the listening be regular, active and critical, not a mere background sound
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while we do other activities. He recommends having the students listen to one recording

several times, each time with a different focus, such as the form, style, rhythm section,

improvisation and the arrangement of the song.

Cooper (1992), in contrast, provides a multidimensional approach for teaching

jazz singing. His dissertation includes sections on an overview ofjazz, introduction to

jazz fheory, vocal production, and study ofj azz styles. The specific element of listening,

however, is not stressed as being essential in this process.

cohen (2001) identifies reasons for proficiency injazz musicians, which include:

extensive practice, a solid technical foundation, a strong work ethic, and the ability to

copy the greaf jazz artists of the past. The emphasis in his method is on teclìnical strength

prior to listening and emulating jazz musîc.

An alternate approach is offered by Riposo (1989) who lists three steps to

leaming jazz improvisation: understanding the brain's four hemispheres and their roles in

learning to pefform jazz, having a firm grasp ofjazz theory, and practicing perfomrance

units in the variousjazz modes. The units he provides are linked to the four hemispheres

of the brain and their particular responsibility in leaming jazz.

Along the same line, Baker's (1988) nethodology stresses the technical factor in

leaming jazz, ernphasizing the practice oftechnique in order to develop the ear and to

gain proficiency in the feel or the jazz style. He suggests practicing techniques ofsinging

chords, inversions, scales, and intervals in order to develop the aural aspect ofjazz.

Henry (1993) presents a method which allows for a less formal approach: ,,ln

learning to improvise...one must take a balanced approach that includes technical study
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along with jamming" þ. 33). Although it appears that he does not include listening in his

philosophy, he later states, "The best resource is the actual sounds themserves" (p. 37).

There is evidence in the listening and instructional research, therefore, that there

are two schools ofthought regarding the importance ofristening when lear.ning the art of

performing jazz. Many professional musicians attest to leaming their skiI via listening,

and a great deal ofeducational literature supports this notion. on the other hand, there is

an abundance ofinstructional literature that suggests one can and should learn this art in a

mole technical and theoretical manner.

Through triangulation of multiple data sources, it is clear that eight major themes

have materialized from the findings of this study and are shown in Tabre 20. Listening,

modeling, a focus on style, the element ofpractice, and an emphasis on theory were alr

relevant concepts brought forth from the singers, the teachers, and the instructionar

resources. Both singers and teachers arso stressed the benefits of playing an additional

instrument when one is learning to sing vocal jazz. Transcribing was a theme that

surfaced tl'ough conversation with singers and teachers, as well as within instructional

resources. And surprisingly, the tech¡ical facet oflearning to sing jazz was unde¡scored

by jazz singers and the authors of vocal jazz method books.
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Table 20

Triangulation of Maíor Themes in Data

Data Source Listen Model Style practice Theory

Singer Interviews x x x x x

Teacher Interviews x x x x x

Teacher Observations x x x x x

Content Analysis x x x x x

Data Source Instrument Knowledge Transcribe Technique

Singer Interviews x x x

Teacher Interviews X ¡
Teacher Observations x

Content Analysis x x
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Chapter V: Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

Summary

My personal experience as a vocal jazz teacher and singer led me to a hunch that

there was a dissonance between the way in which professional jazz singers leamed their

art fom and the way in which vocarjazz educators teach students to sing vocal jazz. The

purpose of this study was to determine the methods by which professionar vocaljazz

singers learned to sing vocal jaz z and the successful methodology that was employed by

vocal jazz Teachers. This was to be resorved by collecting data on how vocar jazz singers

learned the af ofsinging jazz,how vocal jazz teachers approach teachin gvocal jazz, and

what techniques a.e suggested as being useful in mainstream vocar jazzinstructional

resources.

The review of literature ¡eveared severar themes inthe atea of vocar jazz

pedagogy. First, there was evidence of an underlying need for jazzeducation in schoors.

Also, the level of jazz backgrou'd that an educator rcquires in order to teacl.r jazz was a

recurring idea. I'addition, there was literature that pertained to professional jazz

musicians and ¡esearch in the areas of ristening and performing as leaming toors for vocal

jazz, Related documents arso pointed to instructional resources that were recommended,

as well as the importance ofpractice in improvisation. Finalry, the parallel between

language acquisition and the rearning of vocar jazz, and the connection between learning

vocal jazz and prior knowledge ofplaying an instrument were additional themes that

were unveiled.

The research methodology employed in this study involved collecting data from

th¡ee sources: professional vocal jazz singe rs, vocar jazz teachers, and mainstream vocal
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jazz educational resources. 'rhe vocar jazz singers were selected as informants based on

their current performing status, meaning they had perform ed voca! jazz in apublic venue,

on a hired basis, within the past fìve years, either in a soro or group configuration.

Members of the Association of Music Administrators of Manitoba recommended the

second group of informants, high school teachers with strong vocal jazz programs.

The data were derived from interviews with ten vocal jazzsingers, interviews

with ten high school vocar lazz teachers, ten observations of high school vocar jazz

teachers, and an analysis of vocal jazzmethodological resources. The research was done

in a qualitative manner (Glesne & peshkin, 1992) and,involved gaining informed consent

f¡om the teachers and the voca| jazz educators (Glesne & peshkin, I 992).

The interviews wer.e approximately one hour in length each, audio_recorded, and

then transcribed with the understanding that this data would be destroyed upon the

completion ofthe thesis. Interviews with professional vocal jazz singers were comprised

ofquestions regarding the fo owing issues: singers' listening backgrounds, fonnal

training injazz theory or performance, emproyment of methodological resources for

learning to singjazz, steps taken to learn the aft form, and whether or not there was an

influence on their singing from playing an additional instrument.

Interviews with vocar jazz teachers included questions suuounding their vocar

jazz pedagogical stlategies. These included comrnents on what they found as successful

vocal jazz pedagogy, listening time provided in the class, estimates of how much jazz

listening their students did outside ofthe school, time spent on irnprovisation, and

whether or not playing an additionar instrument had any impact on how tlieir students

sing jazz.
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observations of vocal jazz teachers involved taking field notes while sitting in

unobtrusive places in ten classrooms. I started by noting the physicar appearance ofthe

room and then observed the following elements ofthe teacher's pedagogy: dominant

teaching strategies, amount ofpractice time devoted to improvisation, teacher talk on

improvisation, time devoted to analyticar and non-anal¡ical listening ofjazz, methods

employed when faced with a particular challenge, and instructional materials being used.

A content analysis of current methodological ¡esources revealed emphasis on

several aspects ofteaching vocal jazz. prccticingwas predominant as a requirement for

leaming the art form. Listening and obtaining propel vocal technique were arso stressed,

as well as a fundamental knowledge oftheory. Having an'nderstanding ofthe roots of

jazz and its style were other less emphasized topics in the method books reviewed.

The collected data were anaryzed via a qualitative approach (Bogdan & Bikren,

2003; Maykut & Morehouse, 1994). Interview data were transcribed, analyzed, and

coded using methods ofconstant cornparison qtøaytut a Morehouse, 1994). This coding

resulted in determining major themes that a.ose from the data on a repeated basis. The

field notes were also analyzed using the constant comparison method (Maykut &

Morehouse, 1994), and specific coding was emproyed with regards to the behavior and

speech patterns of the teachers. Activity codes (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003) were utilized for

teachers' dominant tendencies, teachers' comments and listening and irnprovisation

segments. Strategy codes (Bogdan & Bikren, 2003) were used for analyzing the methods

that teachers employed when faced with instructional challenges.
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The results ofthe data were then presented by source: interviews with

professional vocal jazz singers, interviews with vocal jazz teachers, classroom

observations or vocal jazz feachers, and contents of methodological resources.

Conclusions

In comparing the data gleaned from intervie,rr's with professional singers,

interviews with vocaljazz teachers, observations of vocal jazz teachers, and vocal jazz

methodological resources, several conclusions can be drawn. These surround the issues

oflistening, modeling, style focus, practice, theory, benehts ofplaying an instrument,

tlansclibing, and a technical focus. The topic of method books is also a theme on whiclr

some conclusions may be derived from this study.

The element ofjazz listening is over:riding for vocaljazz pedagogy. This was

raised by the professional jazz singers as a factor that helped them not only leam to sing

jazz btt To improvise as well. Also, although all of the singers listened to pop music when

they were young, it was thejazz listening that had the greatest irnpact on how they

cunently sing jazz.lnterestingly, although many ofthe singers began listening tojazz

before they had any theoretical training and were not able to listen at a higher critical

level, the notion of immersing one's ears in the sounds must be of some benefit to the

leamer. Perhaps this is parl ofthe same process by which we leam a new language

(Darrow, 1 990; Berliner, 1994; Zegree, 2002).

It was stated that for many ofthe singers, listening tojazz was the most influential

factor in their leaming process, whether it was instrumental or vocal jazz. Listening to

instrumental jazz can be ofequal ifnot greater value to the leamer, I believe, as when we

are singing vocal jazz, our fundamental goal is to emulate an instrument. ,,scat singing
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developed in the 1930's and 40's when singers used their voices to imitate lines and

phrases played by jazz instrumentalists', (Zegree,2002, p. S2). Therefore, it is very

beneficial to listen to the instruments we ar€ trying to replicate. Additional professionar

jazz musicians such as Clark Terry (Ellis, 1999), Rodney Jones (Graybow,2001),

wynton Marsalis (r'{olan, 1995), Miles Davis (collier, r975), chet Baker (Gavin, 2002),

and Billie Holiday (Daubn ey,2002) also attested that listening is the key to leaming to

perform jazz.

The teachers also paid tribute tojazz listening, in that they labeled it as a source

ofsuccessful methodology when they're face with a chalrenge, and many ofthem provide

listening examples every class, which are related to the lesson. Interestingly, however,

this contradicts williams (1988) who stated that teachers do not tend to use the respected

musicians' works as a tool for teachin gthe arÍ of jazz. The importance oflistening is

echoed in much ofthe research literature which points tojazz ristening as a fimdamental

building block in learning thejazz art form (Dobbins, 19gg; Madura, r996; Bash, 19g4;

Berliner, 1994; Azzara, 1999;Day,1995; Fredrickso n, 1994; Green, 2001). In addirion,

F¡edrickson's (1982) methodologicar resource stresses listening as a major component in

leaming to singjazz, as does Zegree's (2002).

Without listening to the sounds ofjazz, how is a leamer to know what the

expectations are? This listening may begin, as in the case ofthe professionaljazz

singers, as simply sounds that are entering trre ears, however, with more theoreticar

education on which one can draw, trre listening can become mor.e analyticar in nature.

The style and solo choices of the music is wrrat the listener can emulate, and the ristening,

therefore becomes a source ofmodeling for the students.
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Modeling was another facet of reaming to sing jazz that continued to surface

across data sources and within the literature. Many ofthe teachers found this as a useful

source ofmethodology when they were faced with paÍicular cha enges, and for some

instructors, modeling was their dominant teaching behavior. Two of the teachers, who

felt that they were still learning to improvise with the students, found that by modeling

improvisational attempts, with some mistakes included, the students felt more at ease

with attempting the solos themselves. similarly, Green (2001) compared children

emulating their parent's behavior to students learning music, and suggested that the most

efficient manner ofteaching our students is to model and have them copy.

It is very logical that this modering would prove to be so successfur in learning to

sing vocal jazz, as it really is another form of listening. The students are simply listening

to a different source, and are receiving the desired sound into theil ears that they can then

emulate. Through this modeling, they can capture the accurate style of jazz.

A focus onjazz style was a recuruing idea. Some teachers found that by

concentlating on style first, tlle rest ofthe vo cal jazz elements would fall into place more

easily. Teachers also agreed that students who pray instruments have a stronger

understanding of the style ofjazz, which they deemed as a large asset in leaming the art.

As well, many teachels made comments to their students regarding the style of the piece

they were listening to, and would employ imagery and modeling to create the style they

were aiming for with their singers.

In many cases the professional singers appreciated the formar performance

training as it helped them comprehend and develop the appropriatejazz style. This sense

of style was stressed in zegree's (2002) methodological resource, as he felt that obtaining
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elements such as back phrasing were important and needed to be leamed through

listening. The content analysis of methods books revealed some attention on leaming the

jazz s|yle, as two ofthe seven resources had sections pertaining to that aspect.

The ingredient of style in jazz is key to leaming the nature of the music. This is a

major component that differentiates one music geru.e from another. one could have the

lyrics memorized to several jazz standards and be able to sing the songs exactly on pitch,

but without the style, it would nof be jazz.

The concepts ofpractice and imitating were also recurrent in all ofthe data and

research literature. Teachers found these processes to be useful means by which students

could become less inhibited in their improvising, Teachers also suggested to students that

they practice on their own time to secure some sections of music. some of the singers

valued their performance training, as it obliged them to do the practicing that was

required in order to become better performers. In addition, many singers attributed their

improvisational learnir-rg to practicing and irnitating the sounds they had heard on

recordings.

The content analysis of methods documents also reveared a large focus on the

element ofpractice. For example, Fredrickson (1982) and Zegree (2002) both

recommended practice as a uecessary step to take in learning ro pernorm jazz. zegree

(2002) also noted that by perfectly imitating one or two lines of a transcribed solo, a

student is able to begin learning many ofthe intlicacies of the jazz language. Likewise,

the research literatuie stressed the value ofpractice when learning to perfonnjazz. Henry

(1993), Hallam (1995a, 1995b), and Elliot as cited in Bowman (19g8) all agree that

without practice, a student is not able to implement any previous learning in the area of
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jazz. Cohen (2001) found that two primary causes behind a jazz musician,s expertise are

their ability to emulate other respected musicians and the amount ofpracticing they do.

Since performing jazz is a combined physical, mental, and aural skill, it is

reasonable to assume that it is an action needing to be practiced before any level of

proficiency can be obtained. Similar to a chird learning to ride a bicycle, a parent can talk

to the child about the balance required, the foot placement on the pedals and how to steer

the handlebars. The child can also watch other children riding their bicycles as a

reference. However, that child will not have any ability to ride the bicycle until he/she

has tried the action and practiced it many times. Not until then will any confidence and

facility with the task be attained.

The theoretical component is one which was rampant in the data gather.ed and

considered as well. For example, the majority ofthe professional singers found their

tlreory training, be it classicar or jøzz, as ausefur element in theirjazz performance

learning process. Along the same vein, teachers were able to convey verbar dir.ections

using theoretical terms in their classrooms. They also note that students who play

instruments have more ofa theoretical background which allows them to be stronger

vocal improvisers. Perhaps this is why methodologicar resources such as those by cooper

(1992), zegree (2002) and' Riposo ( 1989) alr contain chapt erc on jazz rheory that students

should learn as part oftheirjazz performance training.

Having a theoretical foundation on which one can improvise can only be an

enìancement to one's overarl performance. The chords and chord changes of jazz arc

very complex by nature. Hence, soloing over those chords properly is an extensive

clrallenge. An individual can emulate the stylistic intricaci es of jazzand sing
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mechanically conect, however, without the comprehension ofthe theoretical facet of

jazz, fhe improvisational aspect will be immature. rf a jazz singer understands the

harmonic intricacies of the song, he/she is able to construct a more complex and

diversified solo than someone who is simply attempting to find some notes that fit along

the way. As a result, it appears that theoretical knowledge, be it classical orjazz theory is

a beneficial asset to have as a jazz singer.

Another important theme involves the connection between vocal jazz abilities and

playing an additional instrument. For many of the professional singers interviewed, there

were peripheral advantages to playing another instrument. These included the possibility

of accompanying themselves for practice purposes, having a firmer knowledge ofthe

lurmonic structures ofjazz, using it as a creative tool for vocal lines, having a visual

reference when they were soloing vocally, and possessing a broader general

musicianship. As mentioned befole, many teachers observed that students who play

instruments had stronger reading skills, a better comprehension of the jazz style, and a

more elevated theoretical background, r'endering them more sophisticated improvisers.

Two professional singers Íiom the past, carmen McRae (crowher & pinfold, 1997;

carr, Fairweather and Priestly, l9B7) and sarah vaughan (Giddens, l99g) have been

revered for their ability to sing with evident harmonic knowledge, jus t as a lazz

instrumentalist would play. These two singers, indeed, wele piano players as well. This

notion is also suppoÍed in the literature by Berndt (cited in Madura, 1996), who also

made an acclamation that the most proficient vocal jazz improvisers we¡e those who had

an ability to play another instrument.
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Based on my experience as a classical and jazz piano player, when a person plays

an instrument, there are several secondary types ofknowledge that are gained. First, there

is a connection made between reading notes on a page or thinking ofnotes in one,s mind,

and realizing them immediately on the instrument. There is also a mechanical action of

the fingers, which is learned from playing an instrument. If the instrument has a harmonic

element, such as the piano or guitar, an understanding of harmonic structure is obtained.

otherwise, melodic or rh¡hmic essentials are learned. Forms of songs are also

discovered when playing an instrument. There is also an aural ability that is honed flom

playing an instrument. Finally, there is an appreciation for the work ethic that is required

for learning to play an instrument. Alr ofthese factors combine to make a stronger

musicia'. Therefore, if an instrument-playing student is aspiring to sing jazz,there are

many advantages that he/she will have over another student with no additional experience

on an instrument. Their ability to read music will be higher, and the transition between

reading the music and making rnusic will already be established in his/her brain. Also, the

student will be able to visualize the notes that he/she wants to sing, as they would be

played on his/her instrument. This is a tool which Jonah uses (personal communication,

April 4, 2001) as do I, which creates a concrete foundation on which a solo can be

shaped. The'e will already be a harmonic understanding frorn which the students can

build more complex solos, and their aural skills will already be heightened fi.om their.

experiences on the instrument. It is clear, therefore, that having the knowledge ofanother

instrulnent is extremely beneficial for a person learning to sing vocal jazz.

Transc.ibing was another theme that became evident throughout the various forms

ofdata. some professional jazz singers recalled that by transcribing other respected jazz
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solos, they were able to have a more thorough understanding ofthe harmonic changes

and the solo choices that were made by the performers, which enhanced their own

soloing later. one teacher also found transcribing as a useful method by which students

could alleviate some of the tension around their own attempts at improvising. via

studying other people's solos, the students became better equipped with the tools

necessary for creating their own solos, and were therefore more confident in endeavoring

improvisational solos oftheir own. zegree (2002) also agreed that students can leam the

vocaljazz style and improvisational techniques by transcribing esteemed soros and

flawlessly emulating one or two lines of them.

It is sensible to presume that by studying moders ofexcellent work, one wourd

render a more clear understanding ofthe inner workings of a soro. Through the process of

actually writing out a solo, which requires meticulous, repetitive listening to each single

line, a person is likely to gain a thorough comprehension ofthe merodic choices made

over the given harmonic structures.

Finally, vocal technique was an issue that resonated tlu.ough a variety ofdata

sources' Some professional singers gained tech¡ical knowledge from their formal

performance training experiences, and found that as a usefur entity in theirjazz

education. BakeL (1988) stated that an individual needs to practice technique a great deal

befo¡e he/she is able to obtain any level ofexpertise in the jazz style. Also, Henry (t 993)

suggested that the study oftechnique combined with jamrning were the methods by

which a person should leam to pefform jazz. Fufhermore, four ofthe seven

methodological books that were anaryzed contained sections on developing technique in
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vocal jazz singing. Zegree (2002), in partic'lar, proposed that a student should not even

attempt to improvise before he/she is able to sing technically correct.

Although proper technique is an essentiar part of performin g jazz, r berieve that rt.

should not ovenide or proceed the stylistic and theoretical aspects oflearning the geffe.

In my own experience with teaching high school vocaljazz crasses, I have noted an

additional factor that has not been yet considered. The students, in o¡der to be engaged,

need to be enjoying their experience in class. This will not occur if their first intr.oduction

and several classes ofvocal jazz are comprised ofpracticing proper vocal technique.

Therefore, I feel strongly that, as Gary (observation #5 ,22 october,2003) is doing in his

class, teachers need to first help their students be keen on the genre and expose them to

singing the repertoire. Then, through more cha enging repertoire, theoretical knowredge

and extensive listening, the technique, the style and the improvising unfold.

The issue ofmethodological resources has raised some interesting arguments in

this study. My initial notion that teache¡s were employing some instructional resources in

their classes was not confirmed by the data. The only form ofusage that both ofthese

groups noted were, in some cases, the accompaniment tracks that escorted the manuals.

It is evident that although the teachers I interviewed and observed do not use

methodological resources, there are topics in these manuals that are congruent with the

methods by which they teach. For example, the listening and practicing elements of

leaming to sing vocal jazz are prentiful in the data ffom the teachers, interviews and

observations. As well, the concept of having jazz theory knowledge was recommended

strongly by the professional jazz singers, which is a topic that recurs in these

methodological books. However, the concept ofusing a manuar from which to teach a
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class also completely contradicts the other data which points to listening and emulating or

practicing, as revealed by the professional jazz singers and, Zegree (2002).

witmer (1988) and Kuzmich (1989) inferred that there was a deficiency in vocal

jazz teaching materials. However, the question needs to be raised, ,.Is there any

requirement for a vocal jazz methodological resource, if all ofthe research points to

listening and imitating as the means by which students should leam this art?,,

Again, the reality ofthe vocal jazz crassroom is that students need to become

engaged in this style ofsinging. This active leaming cannot take place ifthe lessons are

all based on following suggestions and chapters oftextbooks. There is, indeed, a place for

methodological resources, in that they can provide excellent references for teachers who

are new to teaching the gerìre ofjazz, providing that the teachers are also immersing

themselves in a great deal of jazzlistening. However, it seems clear that methodological

resoulces were not helpful to the vocal jazz teachers in this study.

My initial notion that prompted this study, therefore, was both accur.ate and

invalid, based on the data from this study. The variance between the methods by which

plofessional vocal jazz singers leamed to sing and the pedagogy that is being taught in

high schools is not as wide as I previously assumed. The primary elements oflistening,

practicing, rnodeling and focusing on jazz sryle were emphasized by the singers, and

were present in the classrooms. However, the degree to which these were used in each

area is where the incongruency lied. whereas the singers stressed that these factors,

coupled with the theoletical knowledge and transcription exercises were the main

determining factors, for. the teachers, these were present, but were not the sole,

emphasized pedagogical methods. The largest discrepancy between the singer.s and the
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teachers was found in the theoretical data. ciearly the singers found this more ofan asset

than what the teachers were advocating in their classrooms.

Recomntendations

As a result of this study, there are several recommendations that can be made in

two areas: recommendations for high school vocal jazz class rooms and

recommendations for further study.

Hìgh school vocarjazz crassrooms. perhaps a man¡er in which teachers could

help students begin to be keen on the genre ofvocar jazz is by starting with charls that are

similar to pop sounding music. since this is the music to which aü of the singers in this

study listened as children, conceivably a merding ofthe two genres could be a staf,

following with a gradual movement into the jazz genre.

The element of listening, as stated in previous paragraphs, is essential in the

learning process of vocal jazz. However, given that only six of the ten teachers stated that

they have the students listen to jazz every class, I recommend that all teachers instill a

listening segment into each of their vocal jazz classes. Iqz.z is anaural tradition. This is

the model we should be following. This could only become a reality for some, I

understand, ifhindering factors such as scheduling and class time are renedied to allow

for such a portion of time.

student listening could arso be increased ifall teachers assigned listening work to

be done on their own time. As sandra (observation #g, october 30,2003) suggested,

perhaps a listening log would encou.age students to do this listening as well.

Another reconmendation that is connected with a predominant theme is pracing

more emphasis on the element of improvisation. since the triangulation data revealed a
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necessity for practice, the students should be permitted more time in class to practicing

the sounds they have heard on the recordings. Ifthis exercise was combined equally with

listening, the leaming process, I believe, would be more effective.

I also recommend that a theoretical component be added to high school vocal jazz

classes. Since there are many students who do not play another instrument which

provides them with that knowledge, it would be very valuable to have a theoretical facet

of fhe vocal jazz classes which would avail all of our singers with that information.

Again, I realize that this is an impossibility for many teachers with the current constraints

of class time.

Similarly, if all ofour vocaljazz students could receive some fundamental

instrument training, such as piano basics, their singing and general musicianship would

become greatly amplified. Therefore, I recommend that high school vocaljazz classes

offer an instrumental component for those students not already studying an instrument in

band or via private lessons. This course would be taught as a means ofdeveloping those

aural, mechanical, hamronic and general musicianship skilts that instrument players

possess. As a result, the educators would be teaching musicians, as opposed to aspiring

singers and the students would be far more firmly grounded in their musical endeavors.

Finally, the notion ofcreating a classroom environment that is non-judgmental

and accepting, I believe, is crucial in the leaming process of improvisation. High school

students, similar to junior high students, have a higher degree of self-consciousness than

adults do. In addition, the voice is a more personal means ofsharing music than an

instrument is. These two factors combined with the demand of creating a melody on the

spot, result in a vely intimidating situation for the students. Ifteache¡s are able to
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establish an environment in which the students feel that mistakes are not only allowed but

on some level expected, and ifeach of the students' attempts at improvising are cherished

as respected effoÉs, our students will be much more willing to take the risks that are

required for this type of singing.

Further study. There are five areas in which this study could be extended. The

connection between the ability to play an additional instrument and a singer,s capabilities

is one subject that could be delved into further. Also, the issue ofprivate lessons versus

classroom study ofvocal jazzis a facror fhat requires additional study. The relationship

between leaming a language and learning a musical genre also has possibilities for

fuÍher research, as well as a study of Manit oba vocal jazz teachers, class time and

scheduling.

Although this study inciuded some discussion regarding the benefits ofstudents'

ability to play an additional instlument when they are learning to singjazz, this topic

requires more study to fully comprehend its ramifications. For example, the rnechanical

and visualization benefits that help a singer are evident, however it would be interesting

to uncover exactly what the brain processes are in these reactions.

Also, this study has been centered on high school vocaljazz classes. However,

there is a whole other issue that sunounds private vocal jazz lessons. A compar.ison

dealing with the pros and cons ofeach ofthese methods of teaching vocal jazz would be

very enlightening.

The literature review ofthis research paper touched on the relationship between

language acquisition and leaming a genre of music. This topic has a depth to it that coufd

provide the means of another entire study.
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The extent to which singers and educators valued theoretical training was a

surprising outcome of this study, and created a query regarding professional vocal jazz

singers in history who are revered, yet seemingly did not receive formal education in

theory. It would be interesting to delve into their paths of leaming to decipher how they

learned their improvisational expertise without having a theoretical foundation.

Finally, an examination of Manitoba vocal jazz teachers' class time and

scheduling could provide a springboard from which teachers could promote the notion

that more class time is required for these courses. Many of the recommendations that I

made in previous paragraphs were achievable only if mor.e class time was availed.

Therefore, the evidence that this class time is required needs to be provided.
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Appendix A

Interview Guide - Professional Vocal Jazz Singers

1. How did you leam to sing vocal jazz?

2. What types of music did you listen to, predominantly, when you were

growing up? Did your listening preferences change over time? Ifso, how and

why?

J. What listening experiences most influenced the way in which you leamed to

sing vocal jazz?

What type of formal training have you had in the area ofjazz performance or

theory?

a. (lf the informant had formal training in the area of theory) How has

the theoretical training been useful to your performance ofvocaljazz?

b. (lf the informant had formal training in perfor.mance) What aspects of

your performance training have helped you leam most the art ofvocal

jazz?

Talk about what, ifany, method books you have used to learn about vocal

jazz, and more specifically how and why these have been useful to you.

How did you learn to scat sing?

What have been the most influential factors in your leaming to sing jazz?

Do you play another instrument? How has that skill influenced your ability as

avocal jazz singer?

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Appendix B

Intervietv Guide - Classroom Teachers

1 . Reflect on the methods and techniques you use when teaching vocal jazz. What

has worked best?

2. What have you tried in the past that seemed to work least well?

3. What is youl opinion on method books for teaching any element of vocal jazz?

4. How much time in a class, on average, do you devote to analytical listening of

vocal jazz?

5. How much time would you estimate students spend listening to jazz outside of

class time?

6. How much time in a class, on average, do the students practice their ownjazz

improvisation?

7. What strategies do you use for helping high school studenrs shed their inlibitions

around scatting for the first time?

8. What are the challenges you face in teaching vocal jazz and l.row have you had

success in overcoming them?

9. Do any of your students play another instrument? How do you feel this influences

their ability as a vocal jazz singer?
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Obsen¡atìon Guìde

Observation #:

Start Time:

Duration:

School's Pseudonym:

Appendix C

Teacher's Pseudonym:

minutes

End Time:

Date:

o Physical description ofroom (diagram)
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. Teacher's Comments: Improvisation

Time

¡ What dominant tendencies does the teacher exhibit?

Time
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r Lesson Segments Devoted to:

# of occurrences Time Start _ End Total Min

Anal¡ical Listening:

Non-Analytical Listening :

Improvisation:

¡ To what extent is the listening related to the lesson?

12345

l- almost always 2-usually 3-sometimes 4-rarcly S_almost never
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o List of instructional resources employed:

Title Author Pqþlisher Date

Teachers' methods wher/if faced with a challenge:

Observation:

1.

)

J.

4.

5.

6.

lnterpretation:

Observation

Intelpretation

Observation:

Interpretation:
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Appendix D

Consent Form - Jazz Singers

Dear (Research Participant),

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference,
is only part ofthe process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what
the research is about and what your participation will involve. Ifyou would like more
detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel
free to ask. Please take time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying
information.

My name is Michelle English and I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
the University of Manitoba. I am cunently working on my Masters thesis pertaining to
the area ofvocal jazz. The title of my research project is: Perspectives ofprofessional
Y ocal Iazz Singers and Jazz Educators: Implications for High School Vocal Jazz
Pedagogy. Because you are an experienced professional jazz singer, I am inviting you to
participate in my project.

Participation in the study will involve one and perhaps two interviews, of approximately
one hour in length each, during the period of September, 2003 to December, 2003. I will
be asking you questions about the way you leamed the art ofsinging vocal jazz. your
responses will be used as a source ofdata for analysis. Each interview will be tape
recorded, transcribed, and erased. Data will be kept on file until my thesis is complete
and then destroyed. Once my thesis is concluded, I will provide a summary of my
research findings to all the participants involved in this project. I will also protect your
privacy by using pseudonyms in all ofthe data I collect.

No deception will be employed in the interview, and you may choose to withdraw your
participation at any time, in which case, all of the data collected to that point will be
destroyed.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to youl' satisfaction the
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a
subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researcher or involved
institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. you are free to withdraw
from the study at any time, and./or refrain fi.om answering any questions you prefer to
omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be as
informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new
information throughout your participation. Ifyou have any questions, please feel free to
corìtact me at

This research has been approved by The Education4rlursing Research Ethics Board. If
you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of the
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above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at A copy ofthis
consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

I,
consent, or _ do not consent to participate in an interview of approximately

one hour. I understand that I might be quoted in the study, but a pseudon),rn will be used
to protect my identity.

Please e-mail a surnmary repor1 of the study to:

Participant's Signature

Print your name here.

Researcher's Signature
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Appendix E

Consent Form - Jazz Educators

Dear (Research Participant),

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference,
is only part ofthe process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what
the research is about and what your participation will involve. Ifyou would like more
detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel
free to ask. Please take time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying
information.

My name is Michelle English and I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
the University of Manitoba. I am currently working on my Masters thesis pertaining to
the area ofvocal jazz. The title of my research project is: Perspectives ofprofessional
Yocal |azz Singers and Jazz Educators: Implications for High School Vocal Jazz
Pedagogy. Because you are an experiencedjazz educator, I am inviting you to participate
in my study.

Participation in the study will involve two things during the period of September, 2003 to
December, 2003. First, you will be interviewed for approximately one hour. Each
interview will be recorded, transcribed, and erased. I will ask you questions rcgarding the
techniques that you find most successful in teaching vocal jazz. Second, I will be asking
your permission to observe and take notes as you teach one ofyour vocal jazz classes.
Specifically, I will be looking for listening time devoted to jazz, pedagogical resources
employed, improvisation methodology ernployed, approaches used to deal with
challenges in improvisation, and the amount ofpractical time devoted to improvisation in
the class.

Your interview comments and my observational rrotes will both be used as sources of
data for analysis. All data will be gathered, stored by me and treated confidentially. Data
will be stored up until the time my thesis is complete (approximately one year), and then
destroyed. Quotations may be drawn from your interview comments or references made
to your teaching techniques in my thesis, but pseudonyms will be used to protect your
identity. Once my thesis is concluded, I will provide a summary of my research fìndings
to all the participants involved in this project.

No deception will be employed in the observations, and you may choose to withdraw
your paficipation at any time, in which case, all ofthe data collected to that point will be
destroyed.

Your signature on this fonn indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding parlicipation in the research project and agree to participate as a
subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researcher or involved
institutions fiom their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw
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from the study at any time, and,/or refrain from answering any questions you prefer to
omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be as
informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new
information througho.t wnrrr nerri¡inerinn. Tfvou have any questions, please feel free to
contact me at

This research has been approved by The Education/Nursing Research Ethics Board. If
you have any concems or compiaints about this project you mav contact any ofthe
above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at, \ copyofthis
consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

I,------
consent, o. iew of approximately

one hour. I understand that I might be quoted in the study, but a pseudonym will be used
to protect my identity.

I,
_ consent, or _ do not consent to have one of my vocal jazz classes observed. I
understand that references to my teaching techniques might be made in the study, but a
pseudonym will be used to protect my identity.

Please e-mail a summary report of the study to:

Participant's Signature

Print your name here.

Researcher's Signature

Date

Date
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Appendix F

Letter of Nomination - Music Administrators

Dear (Music Administrator),

My name is Michelle English and I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
the university of Manitoba. I_ am 

-currently 
working on my Masters thesis pertaining to

the area ofvocal jazz. The title of my research project is: perspectives ofÉrofessioãal
Y ocal Jazz singers and Jazz Educators: Implications for High school y ocal Jazz
Pedagogy. Because you are in a position ofleadership in Music Education, I am
requesting your help in nominating high school vocal jazz edtcators who would be
relevant participants in my study.

The area ofvocal jazz presents a set ofchallenges which are relatively new to music
education. Since the inception ofvocaljazz programs into high school vocal courses,
there has been a critical need for methodology from which teãchers can convey the siills
necessary for this genre. Although vocal jazz and, improvisation are not new or innovative
concepts in the music world, the pedagogical process ofthese two elements in public
schools is a relatively novel project. Teachers have been relying on word of móuth,
professional development workshops, and methodology books ãrjoumal articles as
crutches for the task ofteaching their students the skill of performing vo cal jazz.

Personal experience as a high school and university vocaljazz music educator, as well as
aprofessional vocal jazz singer, have made me inquisitive about \ryhat appears to be a
dissonance between the man¡er in which students are being taught the art of vocal jazz,
and the methods by which p.ofessional vocal jazz singers lèarned their skilt. This
culiosity prompted me to design a study to dete.mine the manner in which professional
vocal jazz performers learned their skill, as well as the successful methodology ofhigh
school and unive.sity vocal jazz music educators for further inform ittg vocaljazz
pedagogy.

My research will involve interviewing professional jazz singers as well as interviewing
and observing high school and university v ocal jazz teachers who have respected vocai
jazz programs. The teachers will be asked to participate in at least one, but more likely
two interviews about one hour in length regarding the techniques that they fìnd most
successful in teaching vocal jazz. These interviews will be tape-recorded. They will also
be asked permission to have one oftheil vocaljazz classes observed by me. specifically,
I will be looking for listening time devote d to jazz, pedagogical resources emiloyed, ' '

improvisation methodology employed, approaches used to deal with challengès in
improvisation, and the amount ofpractical time devoted to improvisation in ihe class.

I would greatly appreciate any nominations that you may have of high school vocal jazz
teachers whom you know to be respected in the area of vo cal jazz pedagogy due to iheir
strong vocal jazz programs. Please forward the names and schools at which the
individuals teach to me at
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' r my Thesis Advisor, Dr. Francine Morin, professor, University of Manitoba,

Thank you for your help,

Michelle English
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Appendix G

Consent Form - Principals

Dear (Principal),

My name is Michelle English and I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
the university of Manitoba. I am cu'ently working on my Masters thesis pertaining to
the area ofvocal jazz. The title of my research project is: Perspectives ofprofessional
Y ocal Jazz Singers and Jazz Educators: Implications for High School Vocal Jazz
Pedagogy. I am requesting your permission to observe avocal jazz class in your school
on (date), to which (name ofteacher) has already consented.

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference,
is only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea ofwhat
the research is about and what your participation will involve. Ifyou would like more
detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel
free to ask. Please take time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying
information.

My research will involve interviewing plofessional jazz singers as well as interviewing
and observing high school and university vocal jazz teachers who have respected vocal
jazz programs. The vocal jazz teacher from your school has been nominated by a member
of the Association of Music Administrators of Manitoba for participation in the study. I
will be inviting this teacher to participate in one, possibly two interviews for
approximately one hour, and to be observed for one class period. During the classroom
observations, I witl be noting the pedagogical techniques employed by the teacher.
Specifically I will be observing the amount oflistening time devoted tojazz, the
pedagogical resources employed, the irnprovisation methodology employed, the
approaches used to deal with challenges in improvisation, and the amount ofpractical
time devoted to improvisation in the class. During the observations I wilt be seated in the
rear ofthe class, in order to be the least obtrusive, and I will take field notes on the
methodology employed by the teacher.

I am also requesting consent from the school division's Superintendent. upon receipt of
all ofthe required consent, I will be sending home an informational letter to the
parents/guardians ofthe students in the class in order to make them aware of my plans to
observe their teacher in a vocal jazz class.I will forward you a copy of this letter for your
approval.

No deception will be employed in the observations, and there will be no risk to the
teacher or the students. The observations will not be video or audio tape-recorded and the
students will not be posed any questions. The sole focus of my data collection is on the
methodology of the teacher.
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My observational notes will be used as sources of data for analysis. All data will be
gathered, stored by me and treated confidentially. Data will be stored up until the time
my thesis is complete (approximately one year), and then destroyed. euotations may be
drawn from the teacher's comments or references made to the teaching techniques in my
thesis, but pseudonyms will be used to protect the teacher's identity. Once my thesis is
concluded, I will provide a summary of my research findings to all the participants
involved in this project.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding the teacher's participation in the research project. In no way does
this waive your legal rights nor release the researcher or involved institutions from their
legal and profe"sinn¡l re<nonsibilities. If you have any questions, please feel free to
contact me at ' or my
Thesis Advisor, Dr. Francine Morin, Professor, University of Manitoba,

This research has been approved by The Education/Nursing Research Ethics Board. If
you have any concems or complaints about this project you may contact any ofthe
above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at A copy ofthis
consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

I,

_ consent, or_ do not consent to inviting the vocal jazz leacher in my school to
participate in one or two interviews ofabout one hour, and to obsewing one vocal jazz
class.

Please e-mail a summary report of the study to:

Principal's Signature Date

Print your name here.

Researcher's Signature Date
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Appendix H

Consent Form - Superintendents

Dear (Superintendent),

My name is Michelle English and I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
the University of Manitoba. I am currently working on my Masters thesis pertaining to
the area of vocal jazz. The title of my research project is: Perspectives of Professional
Yocal Jazz Singers and Jazz Educators: Implications for High School Vocal Jazz
Pedagogy. I am requesting your permission to observe a vocal jazz class on (date), at
(name ofschool), to which (name ofteacher) has already consented.

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference,
is only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea ofwhat
the research is about and what your participation will involve. Ifyou would like more
detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel
free to ask. Please take time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying
information.

My research will involve interviewing professional Jazz singers as well as interviewing
and observing high school and university vocal jazz teachers who have respected vocal
jazz programs. One or more vocal jazz teachers from your school division have been
nominated by a member of the Association of Music Educators of Manitoba for
participation in the study. I will be inviting these teachers to participate in one or two
interviews of approximately one hour and to be observed for one class period. During the
classroom observations, I will be noting the pedagogical techniques employed by the
teacher. Specifically I will be observing the amount of listening time devoted tojazz, the
pedagogical resources employed, the improvisation methodology employed, the
approaches used to deal with challenges in improvisation, and the amount ofpractical
time devoted to improvisation in the class. During the observations I will be seated in the
rea¡ of the class, in ordet to be the least obtrusive, and I will take field notes on the
methodology employed by the teacher.

I am also lequesting consent from the school's Pr.incipal. Upon receipt ofall required
consents, I will be sending home an informational letter to the parents/guardians ofthe
students in the class in ordel to make them aware of my plans to observe their teacher in a
vocaljazz class. I will forward a copy ofthat letter to the Principal for approval.

No deception will be employed in the observations, and there will be no risk to the
teacher or the students. The observations will not be video or audio tape-recorded and the
students will not be posed any questions. The sole focus of my data collection is on the
methodology of the teacher.

My observational notes will be used as sources of data for analysis. All data wilt be
gathered, stored by me and treated confidentially. Data will be stored up until the time
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my thesis is complete (approximately one year), and then destroyed. euotations may be
drawn from the teacher's comments or references made to the teaching techniques in my
thesis, but pseudonyms will be used to protect the teacher's identity. Once my thesis is
concluded, I will provide a summary of my research findings to all the participants
invoived in this project.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding the teacher's participation in the research project. In no way does
this waive your legal rights nor release the researcher or involved institutions from their
legal and professional resnonsibilities. Ifyou have anv ouestions, please feel free to
contact me at . o[ my
Thesis Advisor, Dr. Francine Morin, Professor, University of Manitoba,

This research has been approved by The Education/Nursing Research Ethics Board. If
you have any concems or complaints about this project you may contact any of the
above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at A copy ofthis
consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

I,
_ consent, or _ do not consent to inviting nominated vocal jazz teachers in my
school division to participate in one or two interviews ofabout one hour, and to
observing one of their vocal jazz classes.

Please e-mail a summary report of the study to:

Superintendent's Signature Date

Print your name here.

Researcher's Signature Date
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Appendix i

P arent Infor mation Le t te r

Dear Parents/Guardians,

My name is Michelle English and I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
the University of Manitoba. I am currently working on my Masters thesis pertaining to
the area of vocal jazz. The title of my research project is: Perspectives of professional
Vocal Jazz Singers and Jazz Educators: Implications for High School Vocal Jazz
Pedagogy.

I have received permission f¡om (name ofschool's Principal) and Superintendent (name)
to observe your son's/daughter's vocal jazz teacher on (date) in order to collect data for
my research shrdy. The purpose of my observation is to document the methodological
techniques that your son/daughter's vocal jazz teacher employs in the classroom,
specifically with respect to time devoted to j azz lislening and techniques used to convey
implovisational leaming.

The students will not be video or audio tape recorded, nor will I be collecting any data
fi'om them. My focus in this study is solely on the teacher's methodology.

Ifyou have any further questions or concems regarding my research plans, please feel
free to contact me at r or rr my Thesis Advisor-
Dr. Francine Morin, Professor, University of Manitoba, 

,' - This research has also been approved by The Education/Nursing Research Ethics
tsoard. Ifyou have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact the
Human Ethics Secretariat at

Thank you for youl suppoÉ and understanding,

Michelle English


